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A aspect ratio 
planformarea 




c<lc cross-flow drag coefficient of the cylindrical section 
c, root chord 
CG center of gravity 
(CDB)u body drag coefficient due to angle of attack 
C l lift coefficient 
Cm pitching moment coefficient 
body diameter 
D drag force 
o average drag force 
D distance 
deg degrees 
DENSITY total missile density 
DIAMETER missile and subsection diameter 




external force along the Z axis 
feet 
gravitational constant "" 32.174 














GCVOL guidance/control subsection volume ft' 
GCWT guidance/control subsection weight Ib 
height ft 
H(t) unit step function 
I, moment of inertia about the Y axis slugs-ft2 
I. specific impulse 
ratio of lift component to lift of wing alone for 
variable wing incidence 
(k 2-k l ) Munk's fineness ratio factor. k2 is Munk's 
longitudinal apparent mass coefficient. k\ is 
Munk's transverse apparent mass coefficient. 
K ratio of lift component to lift of wing alone for 
variable angle of attack 
K constant 
length of missile, length of a component ft 
distance measured from the tip of the body's nose ft 
~ distance from the tip of the nose to the intersection It 
of tail leading edge and body 
lw distance from the tip of the nose to the intersection ft 
of wing leading edge and body 
over-all length from wing apex to most aft point It 
on trailing edge 
lb pound lb 
L lift force Ib 
LENGTH totaJ missile length It 
slugs 
cotangent of leading edge sweep angle 
xii 










external moment about the Yaxis 





propulsion subsection weight 
propulsion subsection volume 
propulsion subsection weight 
dynamic pressure 
pitch rate about the Yaxis 
pitching acceleration about the Y axis 
body radius 
sample correlation coefficient 





Re Reynolds number 
SWP 
maximum semispan of wing in combination with body 
seconds 
cross-sectionaJ area, surface area 
leading edge sweep angle 
thickness 
time 
as time approaches infinity 



















TR taper ratio 
V volume 
VOL volume 
VOLUME total missile volume 
velocity 
I! v" incremental velocity due to boost 
W weight 
WEIGHT total missile weight 
WFWT wing/fin subsection weight 
WIDEN warhead subsection length 
WHVOL warhead subsection volume 
WHWT warhead subsection weight 
WT weight 
distance measured from the center of gravity 
characteristiclenglh ( t) center of pressure location in fraction of root chord 
X static stability margin 
angle of attack 
A 
control surface deflection 
downwash angle 
flight path angle 

















radian or deg 
radian ordeg 
radian or deg 
radians 
radians/sec 
radian or deg 
efficiency 
drag proponionality factor 
!iftefficiency 
taper ratio 
coefficient of viscosity 
vp volumetric packing factor 
elevation angle about the Y axis 
elevation angle rate about the Y axis 




~ damping factor 





B(W) body in the presence of the wing 
BCT) body in the presence of the tail 
cg center of gravity 
comp component 
cp center of pressure 



















,b internal burning 
launch 
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I. INTRODllCTION 
:\li~~lk Desipll Toolbox (MSLDS:\l) i'i it 'it'lIe, of files \H11ten h) he used v..ilh 
The MalhWurk~' l\l-\TI.ABJ:' intel"~tlve computing en~irollmenL velsioll 4:2 
l\ISLDSN proHdc> rhe mbslk deSigner wHh 11 number of tuab to JJd the u~eI In 
A. RACKGROLMl A:\!D PURPOSh 
Thele <':Xl~t:l number of Lomputel program~. ~uch .l~ i\chaJl<.-ed DC\I):Ul oj 
l\erod) 1l.Jmu: ~'vh~,!Je~ (HmJe\ I <)()3) and \11~\1Ie Dmcum (l:lrlln~ et ai, 19()1 I y" hieh ~·J.n 
<[\'>1,1 a deslgnci 1ll an..tl)ZlIlg J TllI~~Jk de~lgn Thc~e progJiim~ .lIe exile-mel! po\\crtul 
,md Hliporl.mi too], llnfortlllldteiy. mo.,t 01 the plOg[arn~ ale highly ~pecl:lll7.eJ .:mel (hu, 
COWl onl., one arc,] 01 the d<.:~!gn plO<:C~S c.g .. derudyTldnllC~ or tTilj<:clor; all,ll.,~b 
AJdl1lOnall.,. the proglam~ ICqUilC ~lg1l!fIUHlt dCLlslOIl makmg by the dC\lgner hefDrc 
lh('y <.-<In Ql: C\cc:ulcd. On,·c plogralTI cxc, III Ion b lOTllp1cIC. the output I~ rJc~C:111cd In II, 
Ol\on unl4l1t" fD:llIat If (he ,jata ;Ire t() be u~ed tw <I[ll)(hl"r program. the u~c:r ma~ bc 
requII('d 10 (,llh":l jabollOu<.ly 1":":111('1 th..: data b;. h(.tl1d 01 to tclOImal It The<,c pmgr;HTh 
Illd\ jo~e IllllLh of [11Cll ..:tfclll\..:nc~s 111 thc carly rhasl'~ of thc de<;lgn proce~, whcll ~u, h 
reforTll.lltlng takc\ an 1I1U1dlllJte :l!llDunt of rlie de~lgner \ llille ,llld effort 
Msr.[):-:.l'. ::l1lcmp[~ [0 <lId [hl: dc,lgnel m c~labJI~lllng <In 111ItlaJ conttglll dllon 
\\ lileh can be t..:t111cd dlll111g tile dC'Ign procc,~ h;, U~l1lg the v.\rWl!~ M:)LD'il\; wh 
prograill'. for c\.l!llple. In Chapter TT olth" v..ork .m IIl1tl .. tl \,elght ~,IITlIJ.le for the 
ml<;<,ile I" madc flom.1rl tl1ltlal c<;llmak ot dtametct. length and rangc Only [ho<'e thlee 
tC'j\llIccllo) clicuLltmg at'I,ldvnamK denlall\e, Tht' centcr of gIJ\lt\ iOLailOn I, u,ed 
dlong l"lth .tli e,irlTI<lk of lTIl'~lk mdlW\l\crahtlll) IE'clullCmcnh to c:akulalc 
wmg local ion and t,lll ~ize in Chapter til B) the end oj the Chdpter JTJ di'icu~~lOn, Ihe 
Ll'iel of MSLDSN ~hould h<l.\e the initial mls,ik djmen~ion'i deflllcd. 
The tlrot prtOrIty mlhe de\(~lopment of the MSLDSN methodolog) \\.a, to ,eled a 
~U1tablc pwgramming enVHonment. The clnironmenl needs 10 handle math-lIllen,jve 
opl:rahon'>, plovlde grarhK'i capabilitJe~ and be able to e\ <l.luate control s) stem de,lgn<; 
Thl:l.tstrequJrementn01rroweulhefieltlrnarkedly. 
Attel chtluatmg a number of computmg em Ironrnenl~, the author ,elected The 
M01th\\l\rb' MATLAR for \1SLDSN. MATLAD pr~lVlde, d u'er-fnend\y and tlnlhk 
I:n\ ironment m whKh to conduct computation'>. In addmon to the capabilltil:~ of the 
ha'ile pJOglam. toolhoxe, are a\ailahle from The .'v1<lthV/orb dIld other ,ource, which 
enhance \1ATI.·\R·, ab!lJtJe~ A \llulbo.\ J, OJ _eric'" of (Ile'i \lntten in MATLAB', lll"tik 
Symholle COlltrol Sy\lem. Optimization and SIMUU,\K toolbo"\e~ Jre examples oj 
toolhoxe, avadahk Thc..,e addlllon.t\l0olhoxe~ afe notleqlllIed \lliurl the maJonty of 
.\1SI.DSN \\'hell' nele~,>ar), reference 1~ made to the ,peufle toolho\e~ lequiled 
Betore ~tarting the aelu .. d progJammmg III '\1ATI,AB. the cluthm deLemlllled the 
,>co['e and phllo,oph, ufMSLDS'\;. \\'1Ih the tendl:nl) oj modern ml"""lk~ 10 operate.1t 
high .. lllgk~ oj allalh rfleern.m. ](}92) the tml-controlkd 1I1l"ile i, a good candidate lor 
~m dlr-[('-dlr oll'"il.: dl:'IPI MJ,>~jk<; \,nh ranard control reach control ~IJI face ~o.\turat]()f] 
more rapldl) than lilll c(l[llru\ and thll~ thCll angie of attack I~ hll1!li:d The tall-contrul:ed 
nlJ'>'11c ha~ aJdltlOfial al1\ Ilnlll)2c, ot ~mallcr control actuator reqUlrelllenb and more 
hneill .1clOuynamH" ("hllractCll~tIL'> tho.\n it mi"ile \\Ith 1'.1Jlg umtrol Currently both the 
SiJe\\.Hlder and Spmn\\!. replJLemenl~ under de\ek'pment or pHlpmed ll,e a t01ll-
controlled conllguratlon TIl\h. Hl ,cope \1SLDSN 1<; IlTlIlteJ to Jc,>igmng <'Olld-
propeliant-pO\\ereJ tall contn'lled .!ll-tll-ll11 lllJ'>'IIc~ \\llh IfliUl)211I.1I plantonll fHl' In II 
cilicilorm .lrrangellll:nt. The CTlJCltorlll arr.lllgemerll \!'.i'i ,elelted o\'er II morwI,lllg dde 
to the m~'no\~Il1)2'~ requilement to hank ttl turn ~nd thu, not maneu\ er.1, r~f'IJI). The 
tI"l\\i!lll Lonfigurallun I'\d' not ~clccted ,Inee .. larger \lIng 'lIe 1, require.] ttl de\elop the" 
~amc "erod)namIC torces a~ the cnlu(orm conhgurallon. The larger v.mg size neg,lle~ 
the drag gam ot fc\,cr >urface~ (Lind,e) et ai, 19801. FIgure 1 displa)'~ the a,wrned 
gencflc arrangement of the mi,~lle The ba~tc phtj()~orh) or the program t, to require the 
user to lIlput a~ lev, \arrabk, a\ pO~~lhk. but allow the u~er ea,) .lcce~~ to the output data 
tor anal) ,i, The user retalIl~ the capahtlIty to modtfy any assumptIOns made in the 
developmcnt of the program 
B. INSTALLJ'\"G THE TOOLBOX 
M,',LDS:,\" wa, developed u~mg MATLAB ver:'lOl1..j. 2c for M1CTO,Oft \Vmdov.<F· To U~e 
MSLDS:,\". the m-fllc~ (fllclMlllC~ \\l1h *.lll e.\len~lOn) lh,1I make llP MSLDSN need to he 
copied to their 0\\ n dlrector;. and the MATLAB path m-flle. \iATLABRC'.M. 
GUIDANCE/CONTROL WARHEAD PROPULSIOf\; 
FiJ;:ure I. As~umed \1i~sile Configuralion 
need~ to he edlled b) the U'ier to mclude the nell. dIrectory The MATlAB U~er's GUidc 
(Little and l..,loler, 1993) pn1vide'i mtormatlon on MATlAB path and MATI J\RRC.\f 
Fllr e:..arnple, a~~ulllmg the user ha~ inslalled MATLAB in thc dcJalllt dlre<:tory 
'C\MATlAB', the u~er ,jwllid ncate tile dlfCCIOI)' 
'C:l1vlATI ,AR\TOOJ "BOX\.\1SJ .DSN 
u<.in;>: Ihe file manager ,:tnd <:opy alllhe files frOJlllh~ \lSlDS:-'; dl,kette to thl'i dlle<.:tory 
rhe ll~el should then start MATlAB and open the ill-fIle MA TLAJ3RC.M usmg the 
'Opcn M-file' option IIllhe 'File Command \\'mdow menu Follo\\-mg the Ime 
'mallahpalh([ ""Ill be a numher of Illle~ of the form 
, C:l1vlATLAB\lOulbox\matlah\datafun' 
The,e line, e\ldbhsh the path \\-here the MATLAB plOgrdm ,cd](;hc~ for flle~ 'When 
\fA T1 AH 1\ runmng Thc u,er appends the hne 
',C \f\.L .... T1_AB\toolbox\m<;ld~n' 
hdore lhl' pdth dO,lIlg hnc, '11, The u\er ~huuld then el,,~(' the flic to ~ave the <:hdngc, 
J.nd re~lart MAT1.AR for the change to t,lke cffe<:t 
M-file file name" MC c.lpJlallled JJl the teH to help dl<;tlll;>:Ul<,h them from 
\ ,mabie" and arc rrc~ellled wJlhout the m cxtCl1~lOn, To gct help \~lIh H:~p(,l't to.in 
tl1l!I'ldualm-flle, the u,n ,hOllld I) pc 'help' follo~\ed by the namc of the m-flk, JIl 
I'W"Cl·CJ.~~·lcttcr~, at tllC .'viATlAH promrt i-or<:)'Jmpl<:, to get help on \1ATlj,\BRC, 
th.: u~cr ~hould lyre 'hell' mdtlJbrc'.it the prompt 
The f,)llov,mg help Il1forll1.ltl<lJl l~ dlsrJay.:d on th.: ~nl'en 
MATL\IIRC MJ~t<.:r "tartup \1-fJIe 
MATlAFlRC I~ ,Hltomatlc.,il: e\e<:uted OJ \fATlAB dunn" ~Iartup 
It establishes the MATLAB path, sets the default figure size, 
and sets a few uicontrol defaults. 
On multi-user or networked systems, the system manager can put 
any messages, definitions, etc. that apply to all users here. 
MATLABRC also invokes a STARTUP command if the file 'startup.m' 
exists on the MA TLAB path. 
A summary of m-files in MSLDSN is available to the user and accessed by typing 'help' 
followed by the name of the subdirectory where the MSLDSN m-files are stored. For 
example, if the m-files are located in the directory 'C:\MA TLAB\TOOLBOX\MSLDSN', 
by typing <help msldsn' at the prompt, a summary of m-files is returned to the screen and 
the user can peruse them. 
C. HOW TO USE MSLDSN 
Each chapter of this thesis starts with an introduction followed by a detailed 
explanation of the methodologies used. Examples are provided to help familiarize the 
user with MSLDSN use. The best way to learn to use MSLDSN is to review the 
introductory material of each chapter, skim the details and then run the sample problems. 
Instead of entering commands every time, the user should become familiar with the 
writing of script and function files. An excellent tutorial on the subject is provided in the 
MATLAB User's Guide (Little and Moler, 1993) starting on page 2-128. 
The detail of the text is presented 10 allow the user to verify whether the approach 
used is sufficiently valid for the application. A familiarity with tenus used in missile 
design and aircraft design texts is assumed. 
The symbols used in the text follow the nomenclature found in the reference 
documents as closely as possible. The variables used in MATLAB cannot always exactly 
follow the nomenclature of the text due to the inability of MATLAB to assign subscripts 
and Greek symbols as variables. Most variables are easily recognizable when taken in 
context. For example, the wing lift-curve-slope is represented in the text as CI.J:<W' 
whereas in the m-files the variable for wing lift-curve-slope is CLaW. The definition of 
each m-file's input and output variables can be found using the 'help' command. 
II. MISSILE WEIGHT ESTIMATION 
In the early stages of design, estimates need to be made of the missile component 
weights and dimensions. Regression formulas developed from historical data are 
available to make a frrst approximation (Nowell, 1992). The assumption is made when 
applying the regression technique that the validity of the missile configuration parameters 
is justified during the missile design process. By applying these regression formulae, the 
weight and approximate length of a missile can be readily developed. Later in the design 
process, more detailed information is gained for each component and the missile 
dimensions can be refined until the final missile dimensions are established. 
At the end afthis Chapter, the weight and length of each afthe major subsections 
of the generic missile will be determined aJong with an estimation of the location of the 
center of gravity. The required inputs from the user are the missile diameter, approximate 
missile length and range. 
Since the user may want to review data used by Nowell in developing his 
formulae, the missile data are available to the user in the m-fiIes AAMDUS, 
AAMDUSGC, AAMDUSP, AAMDUSWF. AAMDUSWH and AAMDWW. The user 
should try 'help aamdus' to get a summary of the US air-to-air missjJe data. 
A. SUBSECTION DESCRIPTION 
Nowell (1992) divided the missile into three body subsections and a wing/fin 
subsection. Depending on the missile. the components of each subsection may include: 
t. Propulsion 
Power plant 





• Auxiliary power units 
• Air intakes 
2. Guidance and Control 
Radome 






Inertial measurement unit 
Radar receiverltransmitter 
Power supply (battery) 
Case body 
3. Warhead 
Payload (explosive and casing) 





• Exposed portion of the wing or fin 
B. STATISTICAL REGRESSION 
Mathematical regression analysis requires establishing a database and then 
attempting to relate one dependent variable to one or more independent variables. To 
help ex.plain the development process, a simple linear regression ex.ample is developed 
herein, using the regression techniques in Beyer (1981). 
If the following linear relationship exists between the independent variable x and 
a dependent variable y. Where bi and bO are, as of yet, undetennined coefficients and e 
is a normally distributed random variable. 
y =bO+blx+e 
The least squares estimates of bi and bO are: 
bl_ "~>'y,-(LX,)(~y,) 
"Lx:-(Lx,) 





To evaluate the degree to which the data fit the simple linear regression model, the 
coefficient of determination, rl, is calculated. The square root of r2, r, is the sample 
correlation coefficient. The sample correlation coefficient is a measure of how strongly 
related x and y are in the sample. The coefficient of determination has a value from 0 to 
1. The higher the value of rl, or closer to 1, the better the linear model fits the data. 
(2.4) 
By using mathematical tmnsfonnations, the simple linear regression model can be 
used to investigate other relationships. The power law relationship: 
y = axb 
can be transfonned into a linear model by using logarithms: 
logy = log a + blogx 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
The m-file RGRSDEMO investigates the relationship between air-lo-air missile 
volume (VOL) to weight (WT) using simple linear regression models. To run 
RGRSDEMO, the user types: 
»rgrsdemo 
Which returns: 
RGRSDEMO investigates the relationship between air-lo-air missile volume 
(VOL) to weight (WT) using simple linear regression models. Two relationships 
will be examined: 
WT = bI *VOL + bO 
and 
WT=a*VOL .... b 
The m-files RGRSSLIN and RGRSSPOW will be applied to the data from the 
m-fileAAMDWW. 
Coefficients 
hI bO <"2 
57.4262 135.9637 0.8508 
14l.9252 0.7371 0.9328 
Thus, the power law model correlates these particular data better than does the 
linear model. 
To see how RGRSDEMO works, the user should either open the RGRSDEMO m-
file and review the code or review the copy of the m-fiIe in Appendix B. Table 1 
summarizes the results from RGRSDEMO. In this particular case, the higher value of the 
coefficient of determination for the power law model implies that the power law model 
fits the data better than does the linear model. Thus the preferred relationship between 
volume to weight would be: 
WT = 141.9252 VOL0 1371 (2.7) 
Numerous and more complex relationships can be employed by using multiple 
independent variables. In addition to the coefficient of determination, the standard error 










Table 1. Comparison of Linear Versus Power Regression Model 
relationships. A more detailed explanation of regression can be found in most references 
on statistics, e.g. Hogg (1977) or Devore (1987). 
C AIR-TO-AIR MISSILE WEIGHT 
1. Methodology 
The m-file AAMBSLN uses regression formulas from Nowell (1992) to estimate 
the subsection weights and lengths for an air-to-air missile with an initial data input of 
missile range, length and diameter. The methodology for subsection weight estimates 
starts with calculating an initial missile weight and density from the input infonnation. 
Using this initial information, subsection weight, volume and length are calculated. 
Calculating the weight for the WingIFin is done slightly differently and the details are 
addressed in Subsection e of this Section. The final missile weight and length are 
composed of the individual subsection weights and lengths. 
lniJial Volume. Weight and Density 
VOLUME = ~ DIAMETER l LENGTH 
4 
WEIGHT = 142.2 VOLUMEo 74 
DENSITY = WEIGHT 
VOLUME 




PWT = -284.9+633.6 DIAMETER -0.105 WEIGHT + 0.949 DENSITY (2.11) 




ocwr",117.6 DIAMETER+I.6 RANGE-D. 14 DENSITY 
GCVOL = (GCWT)"m 
83.9 
GCLEN = ~ GeVOL 
1t DIAMETERl 
d. W",.heod Subsection 












The weight of one fin is first calculated and then multiplied by eight to 
obtain the total weight for all the fins, eight being the number of fins for all of the air-to-
air missiles in the database. Thus, if the user desires to try a triform configuration, the 
total weight of the fins would still be calculated by mUltiplying the weight of one fin by 
eight. Since the weight of the fins is highly dependent on RANGE, SWP, AR and TR, 
representative or average values from the missile database, AAMDUSWF, were used as 
initial estimates. 
For short range missiles, RANGE < 20 NM, the following average values 
and equations were used: 
SWP = 45 (DEG) 
AR= 2.07 
TR= 0.63 
WFWT = 5.4+0.005 WEIGlIT -0.2 SWP + 11.1 TR (2.20) 
For medium range missiles, RANGE 20 - 50 NM: 
SWP = 55 (DEG) 
AR= 2.38 
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WFWr=-89.8+0.03 WEIGHT+0.99 SWP+13 AR (2.21) 
For long range missiles, RANGE> 50 NM: 
SWP= 84 (DEG) 
AR= 0.56 
WFWr= 1.3 AR+O.l SWP+O.OOO6WEIGHT (2.22) 
The database used to estimate the subsection weights is composed of only five US 
air-ta-air missiles. The amount of unclassified information on missile component data is 
limited. Similarly, data on missiles of foreign manufacture is limited. The further the 
initial missile inputs diverge from the size parameters of one of these missiles, the less 
accurate will be the subsection weight and length estimates. AAMBSLN also outputs the 
initial missile weight using a regression formula based on all air-to-air missiles in the 
database. This weight is based on a database of twenty air-ta-air missiles from allover 
the world. If this weight significantly varies from the sum of the subsection weights, the 
user should review the individual subsection weights to see if they seem reasonable. 
2. AAMBSLN Examples 
As a familiarization exercise, the user should try AAMBSLN with AMRAAM's 
dimensions and range as the input for designing a medium range air-to-air missile 
(MRAAM). To find out exactly what inputs are required, the user should start with help 
AAMBSLN: 
» help aambsln 
Which returns: 
AAMBSLN Calculates the baseline paramelers for an air-to-air miSSile using 
regression formulas. 
baseline = AAMBSLN(diameter,iength,range,dsplyoff) 
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diameter = missile diameter (Ff) 
length = missile length (Ff) 
range = missile range(NM) 
dsplyoff = enter any numerical value to turn off the display 
summary sent to the screen 
baseline = [weight length wgtfinallenfinal gcwt 
gclen whwt whlen pwt plen wfwt1 
weight = initial weight estimate 
length = initial length estimate 
wgtfinal = total weight based on sum of subsections 
lenfinal = total length based on sum of subsections 
gcwt = guidance/control subsection weight 
gclen = guidance/control subsection length 
whwt = warhead subsection weight 
whlen = warhead subsection length 
pwt = propulsion subsection weight 
plen = propulsion subsection length 
wfwt = total winglfin weight 
Thus, the required input is estimated missile diameter, length and range. From the m-file 
AAMDUS, summary data on the AMRAAM is obtained. The user should type 'help 
aamdus' to review the data. 
»help aamdus 
AAMDUS lists the following data for the AMRAAM: 
• DIAMETER 0.6 Fr 
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• LENGTH 12 FT 
• RANGE 35 NM 







Total Guidance/Control Warhead 
Weight Length Weight Length Weight Length 
Ib ft Ib Ib ft 
362.4674 11.6624 112.0697 5.5998 44.7853 1.2023 
Propulsion WinglFin 
Weight Length Weight 
Ib ft Ib 
156.6104 4.8602 49.0021 
bsln= 
Columns 1 through 7 
351.1754 12.0000 362.4674 11.6624 112.0697 5.5998 44.7853 
Columns 8 through II 
1.2023 156.6104 4.8602 49.0021 
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Table 2 provides a comparison of actual AMRAAM data from AAMDUS. 
AAMDUSGC. AAMOUSP, AAMDUSWF and AAMDUSWH to the derived 
AAMBSLN data. The values are close for the individual subsections except for the 
variation in WFWT. For the medium range calculation ofWFWT. Equation (2.21), only 
data from two missiles (AMRAAM and SPARROW ill) were available. The small 
sample size has a significant effect on the variation in WFWT. 
AMRAAM AAMBSLN 
WEIGHT 339 362 
LENGTH 12 11.7 
GCWT 120 112 
WHWT 44 45 
PWT 154 156 
WFWT 21.7 49 
Table 2. AMRAAM Versus AAMBSLN MRAAM 
What would happen if the user entered a range of 40 NM, rather than the 35 NM 








Total Guidance/Control Warhead 
Weight Length Weight 





369.4674 12.2757 120.0697 6.2475 43.7853 1.1680 
Propulsion WingIFin 
Weight Length Weight 
lb lb 
156.6104 4.8602 49.0021 
Table 3 compares the values for the two missiles. Intuitively. the results do not make 
sense. If the only parameter changed is the range. one would expect the propulsion 
section to get heavier and subsequently longer. Why should the guidance subsection 
weight increase by eight pounds and the propulsion subsection weight stay the same? 
The variation comes from statistical error in the regression equations used, primarily the 
smaIl sample size results in insensitivity to some input variable variations. To attempt to 
use the regression equations to obtrun trends in small variations in the input variables may 
lead to incorrect results. It is often helpful to run AAMBSLN and compare the results to 
actual missile data found in AAMDUS, etc. 
35NMMRAAM 40NMMRAAM 
WEIGIIT 362.5 369.5 
LENGTH 11.7 12.3 
OCWT 112.1 120.1 
WHWT 44.8 43.8 
PWT 156.6 156.6 
WFWT 49.0 49 
Table 3. Comparison of 35 NM Versus 40 NM MRAAM 
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The user should remember the putpOSe of AAMBSLN is to provide a starting 
point for missile weight and length, not a final, refmed value. The numerous interrelated 
parameters which effect the final configuration of the missile will refine these initial 
weight estimates. 
3. Center of Gravity 
One use of the initial subsection weight data is the estimation of the center of 
gravity of the missile. An estimate of the center of gravity of the missile will be utilized 
in later Chapters of this thesis. XCGTC I estimates the center of gravity by using the 
subsection weights and lengths and assuming that the subsections are point masses with 
homogeneous densities. The missile configuration is assumed to be such that the 
guidance/control is subsection first (most forward), followed by the warhead, then by the 
propulsion subsections (Figure I). As a first approximation, the weight of the tail is 
assumed to be 40% of the weight of the wing (Lindsey et ai, 1980). Since the tail is 
located as far aft as possible in a tail-controlled missile, the assumption is made in the 
program that the tail center of gravity is located at the end of the missile. The difference 
from actual tail location is small and has small effect on the center of gravity. The center 
of gravity will be refined later when the tail size and location is better determined. The 
location of the wing in a tail-controlled missile will be near the body center of gravity and 
is influenced by the overall center of gravity travel. For the first approximation, the 
program assumes the wing center of gravity is located at the body center of gravity. The 
center of gravity along the X axis (Figure 2) measured from the tip of the nose is: 
(2.23) 
Where l,""",p is the distance of the center of gravity of a component measured from the 
nose. The center of gravity along the Y and Z axes is assumed to be zero. 
Using the subsection weight and length data from the AMRAAM results in a 
center of gravity location (measured from the tip of the nose) of: 
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» Icg = xcgtcl (5.88,120,0.92,44,4.89,1 54,21.68) 
Icg= 
6.5591 
Which is in units of feet. If the user does not understand how to use XCGTC I, type 'help 
xcgtcl' at the MATLAB prompt. 
4. Moment of Inertia 
The moment of inertia about the Y axis can also be calculated from the subsection 
weights and lengths. The weight of the wing and tail fins can be ignored in the first 
Yaxis 
Zaxls 
Figure 2. Body Axes 
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(2.24) 
Where 1_ is the moment of inertia about the Y axis of a component referenced to the 
component's center of gravity. 
axis. 
The moment of inertia is ca1culated using MSLIYYI: 
»Iy = msliyyl(O.6,5.88,120,O.92,44,4.89,154) 
Iy= 
103.9600 
By symmetry, the moment of inertia about the Z axis is the same as about the Y 
5. Script M-File Example 
Since the value for the longitudinal center of gravity location just calculated will 
be used in later chapters, creating a script m-file now will be helpful. The script m-file 
will allow the retention of a record of the steps used in the design process, and it will 
prevent the user from reentering commands if a design session is interrupted. It is a good 
idea to document the reason for each step and the variable definitions to help reduce 
confusion if the user's design session is interrupted. The following is an example of the 
script m-file MSLWORK: 
%******************** MSLWORK ******************** 
% 
% 
by David A. Ekker 
% MSLWORK is a script work file used in MSLDSN for designing a 
% tail-controlled MRAAM. 
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% Calculate the initial center of gravity, lcgi from AMRAAM data. 
lcgi = xcgtcl(5.88,120,O.92,44,4.89,154,21.68); 
The user should now create and save a script m-file similar 10 the one above before 
proceeding to Ihe next chapter. Since this is a working file, Ihe contents of the file will 
change as the user progresses in the design process. 
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ID. AERODYNAMIC LIFT AND STATIC STABILITY 
When the aerodynamics of a missile is addressed, one of the major conflicting 
requirements the designer faces is that of stability versus manucverability. The 
maneuverability requirement resulls from small radius turns the missile must perform in 
order to successfully intercept a target. The faster the missile velocity and the greater the 
maneuverability of the target, lhe larger the forces the airframe must generate and sustain. 
Larger maneuvering forces require larger control forces to provide sufficient static and 
dynamic stability to control the missile's flight. Since static stability represents the 
tendency for a body 10 return to equilibrium, the greater the inherent stability designed 
into the airframe, the larger me control forces required to overcome them and hence the 
less maneuverable the missile. Controllability is the ability of the missile to attain and 
sustain a specified angle of attack. Static stability and controllability are addressed in this 
chapter. Dynamic stability is addressed in Chapter IV of this thesis. 
If the designer is starting the aerodynamic design process without a specific load 
factor requirement, estimates based on target acceleration capability can be made. One 
estimate which keeps the miss distance less than 75 feet for most targets comes from 
Lindsey and Redman (1980). 
a.,=3ar +l0 (3.1) 
Thus the required missile load factor for a 7g maneuvering target is 31g. 
A relative measure of static stability is the static stability margin. The static 
stability margin is defined as the distance between the center of pressure of the airframe 
and the center of gravity. 
(3.2) 
The missile is statically stable as long as X is negative. The center of lift of the airirame 
results from the aerodynamic forces generated by the body, wing and tail. A measure of 
the maneuverability is the load-factor capability of the missile. The load factor is the 





The load factor capability results from dividing the load factor by the control deflection. 
In order to estimate the static stability margin and the load factor capability. estimates of 
the aerodynamic derivatives Cw,C"",. CUi and Cms are required. 
For a tail-controlled cruciform arranged missile. the body, wing and tail generate 
lift and side forces. Due to the symmetry of the cruciform arrangement, if the designer 
ensures sufficient pitch~control Characteristics, satisfactory yaw-control characteristics 
will result. 
In general, the area of the wing is driven by load factor requirements at lower 
velocities and the wing center of lift is located aft of the center of gravity to help balance 
the lift of the body. The tail is placed as far aft as possible to increase the length of the 
tail's moment arm and thus reduce the tail force requirements. Reducing the area of the 
aerodynamic surfaces helps reduce friction drag resulting in lower propulsion 
requirements and, correspondingly, reducing missile size and weight. Since the 
propulsion section of the missile is a large percentage of the tota1 missile weight and is 
located aft of the missile center of gravity, the center of gravity of the missile shifts 
forward as the propellant is burned. If the wing is placed to balance the force of the body 
at the beginning of flight, the forward shift in the center of gravity will result in the wing 
moment ann lengthening and in a larger static stability margin. The larger static stability 
margin will require a larger tail force to maintain the same load factor capability. Thus 
the tail area will depend largely on the missile center of gravity shift and wing position. 
The basic methodology for wing and tail sizing starts with estimating the area of 
the wing based on load factor requirements (WNGSZTCl). An initial estimate of wing 
placement is made to provide a starting point for analysis (WNGPOS I). The tail area 
depends on providing enough force to ensure both stability (TLSZSTB I) and 
controllability (TLSZCNl) throughout the missile's flight. The various flight conditions 
of the missile need to be checked for tail sizing requirements and then the largest tail area 
is used. Once the wing and tail area and location are defined, the aerodynamic 
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derivatives of the missile can be calculated and used to estimate the static margin and the 
load-factor capability 
The basic procedure of the methodology comes from Lindsey and Redman (J 980). 
The techniques used for estimating aerodynamic derivatives come primarily from Bonney 
(1950). Chin (1960). Jerger (1961) and DATCOM CRoak et ai, 1978). Procedures found 
in NACA Technical Report 1307 (Pitts et ai, 1953) were used exclusively for lift and 
center of pressure calculations. 
A. NORMAL FORCE VERSUS LIFT FORCE 
The relationship between normal, lift and drag forces is: 
N 0:0 L coso. +D sino. (3.4) 
With missile un ratios on the order of 5 and angles of attack typically ranging up to 25°, 
the nonnal force is approximately equal to the lift force (N 0:0 .99JL); therefore, the tenns 
will be used synonymously (Lindsey and Redman, 1980). This is an important 
consideration. If the nonnal force and lift force were not close in value, an initial drag 
force estimation would also be required for all wing and tail sizing. 
B. \\'1NG SIZING 
The total lift required by the missile is related to the weight and the load factor 
required of the missile. 
Lo:onW (3.5) 
(3.6) 
Herein, the reference surface area is based on the maximum diameter of the missile body' 
(3.7) 





The total lift generated by the missile is assumed to be the sum of the lift of the 
missile's components (Figure 3): 
(3.9) 
Lift due to the body will be addressed as the lift due to the nose since the lift of the body 
is primarily due to the nose. In terms of dimensionless coefficients 
CLgS ref = CLNClSI<f + (KB(W) + K W[B)C LWCl5",· +(KB{T) +KT(B)CLTClT Sr (3.10) 
The dynamic pressure at the tail can be related to the dynamic pressure at the wing: 
gT=~PM~a).=~q (3.11) 
Figure 3. Lift Forces 
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rhe flow over the tail tends to be slower Jue to the effen!.,f the upwind wmg inteIiering 
with the flow rhus, the lift coefficient of the missile bewme~: 
c, 
Differcntiatlllg the lift coeffic;ient with n:sped to angle of att(lc;k rc~ult~ in the lift-c;urve 
."lope 
r& S,--- (i,Ll) 
\:\1 S"'i 
The angle of mta..:k seen by the lail Jiffer~ hy a down wash l<.:ml from what IS ~ccn by the 





The 11ft curve ~lope of thc IHhe Cclll he e~[]!i\ated u"ing ~lel1Jer hOd) theory cll][i 
":Ofrected for '-lflerhoJy njen"inl1 The method III O.-\1'CO'\l iHoa~ ('t al, I 97i::;) as,"UIJIe, 
the lcllgth-I()-diamet~r r(ltlO uf Ihe bony 1.., glcI,kr than twenty, l\-lunk'" factol 
(Jc[·gcl'. 1 ',161 j i~ added (0 correct for lenglh-to-d[~lIllder r,ltlos Ie" th'-lll tweJlt) 
elf'. -~2:k, I",)·c,. ~n_ 






The planform area assumes the nose is appl'Oximated by an ogive The og:i\·e i~ a good 
appruxlmation for aerodynamic con~ideration'. Both radar and mfrared homing mis,iles 
have no,e length-to-diameter mtios of appro'Ximatdy two {Lind,ey <lnd Redman, 19KOI 
Therdore. the no,e length-to-diameter ratio is assumed to be t\'>o 
The lift c:urve ~lope "f the wing: is e~timmed a'~\lming a super~O!l1C: (ml) ? 1 Jor 
sull'l)nic (mp < lileading edge If "uper~{lnic 
c,,,,, (3.2'i1 
whCl"c 1:(,(,') l~ the complete dhpticallntegral of the ~econd lll1d 01' the modulu~ k' and 
['or supersonic 1'1","" 
For a triangular wing 
A 
rhu~ luI' a tmmgular planform_ the lift curve ,lope,"" ith a ~ubsonil' le<lding edge 
~lInpllfie, tu 
The lift curve sh'pe of Ill<.: tail is ~Imilarly estimated uSing the aspect ratiu ami local Mach 
l1umber of the tail (BunIle\',1950) 
~I, and ST are fir~t approximated b) 
(3_31) 
MT = (),95 M 
S, = (JAS\\ 
the duwnwa<;h term and the tail \llrface terrn will be refined a~ the wine' location and tJil 
area arc bdler known, The e<:lltnatc tor the tail Mach numher to wing-hody MacfJ 
number relatlOn~hip come, frOJll Jerger j19f> I) .md will be malfltained thruughout the 
comrutatlon, 
The JOUI' interference (erm~ reqlllJC e~timalcs of the WITH.' dimen~ion,. An lIlniai 
e~tinlate of the wing: 'iurfa.::e are" IS required. Fur an initIal cSliTllate, thl' \\ing lo:±tling: i~ 
ds,umed tL) be 9() Ihllr' Then. the mili.!1 wlTlg: ar~a would he 
A tnallgubr plan form rcsull~ In the fuilowing dirncn'iiul1~ 
The tail dlmen.'.lOm arc ~imjlarly computed 
\\;"'Ci~ZTC I calculate., will)-; surfacc i\lc'a and ~pan for a trI,tll2,ulilr planform b) 
llt'rIltiJ1<, r~quation C'_I 1',1. \\',\CiSZTCI reqU1re~ I1IPlll~ or TlIi.,~lie JWJlIder, length 
weIght. Mach numher- load fador. allitudt", leading edge _,\\e~p angie and nW\UlHlrll 
angie of attack If the u~er i., unsure of the input and OUlput vanablL' detlJlitiuII<;, lype 
'help wTlt:<;ztcl· at tile M_~TLAB prompt WI'\GSZ l'Cl hmlt<; the Mach numher from 
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Mach 1.2 to Mach 5. These limits restrict the calculatIons to the supersonic regIme. 
where the methodologies used are vali~. U~ing WNGSZTC 1 outside thi~ range will 
result in erroneous results. As a ~tarting a~sumption. the leading edge ~weer angle for the 
tail is initially as~umed to be the same as for the wing. The user should stan wllh a value 
for le'iding edge ~weep angk ba~ed un the hi~W[]~al value from US air~lo-air mb~ile data 
The maximum angle of allack achieved hy the mi~~ile i, a~sumed to be 150 if no \"lilue tor 
maximum angle of attack is entered 
1. Example One 
Usmg data tor the A;\-lRAAM. what would the ~U1face wing are~, be for a similar 
tail controlled nm~!lc requiring a load factor of 31 at \1ach 1.2 and 10,000 feet'.' The 
lo.lo hClor of:, I i~ ~electcd from Equ'llion (3 I). A leading edge sweep angle of 55 
degree~ wa~ selected by reviewing AAMDl..JSWr and choosing the MRAAM'~ leadmg 
ed . -;e ~weep angle 





As the Mach number increa~e~, the requIred >\ing surface area decrease~ 






At higher Mach numbers it is possible for the body to produce sufficient lift without a 
wing. WNGSZTCI calculates the maximum angle of attack required of the body alone to 





Thus, in this case, the maximum angle of attack returned is the angle of attack of the body 
alone which will achieve the required load factor. 
2. Script M-File 
Instead of typing the previous commands at the prompt, the MSLWORK script m-
file can be used to run and store the commands. The following commands were added to 
MSLWORK: 
d '" 0.6; % Missile diameter 
1=12; % Missile length 
W "" 339; % Missile weight 
nm=31; % LoadFactor 
31 
alt = 10000; % Altitude 
SWP = 55: % Sweep angle 




[bw,Sw ,amax ]=wngszlc I (d,L W ,M ,nm,ait,SWP) 
M=4 
(bw ,Sw ,amax]=wngszlc I (d,I,W ,M ,nm,al t,SWP) 
3. Example Two 
WNGSZTCI can be used to investigflte a number of re lationships WNGSZEXI 
uses WNGSZTCI and the input data from the previous example to calculate wing area 
versus Mach number whi le varying the leading edge sweep angle. Figure 4 is the plot 
which rcsults from running WNGSZEXI, (WNGSZEX I willtakc a lillie over a minute 
to run on a personal computer (PC) with an Intel 486-33 OX.) The areas of the wings at 
all three leading edge sweep ang les suddenly increascalan increasing rate as Mach 1.2is 
approached. The Mflch number where this change occurs corresponds to the transition 
from a supersonic to a subsonic leading edge, Above the transition Mach number. the 
greater sweep angle results in a slightly smaller wing area. Add itionally, the greater 
sweep angle will result in a lesser drag for the same area. Aerodynamic drag is addressed 
later. If the user intends the missile to conduct most of its high load facto r maneuvers 
above Mach 1.7, the greater sweep angle would be more efficlCnt. 
C. WING POSITION 
The position of the wing for a Tail -controlled missile affects the tail area If the 
wing is pOSitioned to help the tail balance the lifting force of the nose. a smaller tai l 














Figure 4. Wing Sizing Example 
gravity shifts forward as the fuel is consumed, the length of the moment anns of the nose 
shortens and the moment arm of the wing lengthens, changlllg the dynamics of the 
system. The designer must examine the various flight conditions the missile will 
encounter and make a decision on wing placement. A good place to initially locate the 
wing for analysis purposes is to position the wing to balance the nose lift at the initial 
flight condition. This would result in a neutral stability condition at the beginning of 
flight. The addition of a tailor a forward shift of the center of gravity would result in a 
stahle condition. Thus, as the fuel is consumed, the center of gravity moves forward and 
the missile becomes more stable. In later design iterations, the wing will be positioned to 
minimi7.e tail area and yet still provide sufficient stability and controllability. 
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MSLDSN will converge to a solution more rapidly if the initial wing placement is 
relatively close to the final wing position. Thus, MSLDSN starts by calculating the wing 
position for neutral stability. 
The pitching moment equation for the missile is: 
C,""u q S .. rd =: CU;<N(X q SrefxN -(K8(w)X 8(w)U + KW(B)xw(B)U)cLa.wct q Sw-
(KH(T)XBtT)U +KT(B)XT(B),,)~~L: d:XT (XqT ST (3.38) 
Rearranging and applying the same substitutions for the tail components as was done with 
the lift equation results in: 
C"",d =C ... o.NX N -(KB(W)XBfWl<> +Kw(B)xw(B)ct)CLa.W e-
(3.39) 
The wing will be positioned to exactly balance the lift of the nose without a tail. Thus, 
the tail component of moment is zero and the total moment is zero for a neutrally stable 
condition, resulting in: 
(3.40) 
The length of a moment ann is the distance from the associated center of lift to the 
missile center of gravity. Since most distances are referenced to the tip of the nose, the 
moment ann length is converted to center of lift and center of gravity distances measured 
from the tip of the nose. 
XI"< =:ICG -II"< 
xB(w)U =IBfWI" -ICG 







And substituting into Equation (3.40): 
c~g:W~:)S. [KW.WW •• +K".,(tL}W I 
lw (KW1S1 + Ks1w)) + co (3.46) 
The center of lift of an ogivaJ nose is empirically derived by Miles (Jerger 1960) to be: 
I ",,~[50(M+18)+7M2P(5M-18)lJ (3.47) 
N 2 40(M+18)+7M2P(4M-3) N 
P=(0.083+ 0~~6)(fo}W (3.48) 
cr=2tan'I[2~JC~0IlJ (3.49) 
The values resulting from these calculations are best in the 1.5 to 3.5 Mach range and for 
semi-vertex angles between 10 and 25 degrees. The Miles' fonnula is used throughout 
the supersonic flight regime in MSLDSN. 
WNGPOS 1 returns the distance of the intersection of the body and wing leading 
edge measured from the tip of the nose. The nose fineness ratio is assumed to be two 
when calculating the center of pressure of the nose. The value of two is a reasonable 
value based on historical data (Lindsey and Redman, 1980) 
1. Example Three 
Run WKGPOSI using the data for the AMRAAM at Mach 1.2 derived from 
WNGSZTCI. The center of gravity was estimated using XCGTC 1. 




The value is the distance from the tip of the nose to the intersection of the leading edge of 
the wing and the body. This value is less than the center of gravity position. The user 
should ask themself if this wing position makes sense? For the given bw and Sw, the c, 
is: 
c, = 2b: w = 2.40 
and the center of lift of the wing is approximately: 
lw +c'w(~l =5.2+2.4('-) =6.8 
c, W(B", 3 
(3.50) 
(3.51) 
Therefore the center of pressure of the wing is slightly aft of the center of gravity, as 
expected. 
D. TAIL SIZING 
The tail must be sized to provide sufficient stability and controllability throughout 
the entire flight regime. If the taillS sized for stability at the beginning of flight where the 
wing placement provides the smallest stability margin, no stability augmentation system 
will be required. This consideration is important for an air-Io-air missile if one wishes to 
prevent the missile from inadvertently tumbling out of control and impacting the firing 
aircraft. A stability augmentation system adds weight and cost to the design. The 
maximum tail area for controllability depend~ on wing position and center of gravity 
location. 
I. Static Stability 
Assume the missile is launched from a subsonic aircraft. The entire subsonic 
regime will then be checked to ensure static stability. 
For subsonic flight. the moment equation becomes: 
C"",d =CU<NXN -(KR(WIXBIW~' +KwrH)XW(B~')CU'w~ 
(3.52) 
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For the trim condition, the sum of the moments about the missile center of gravity is zero, 
I.M = O. Rearranging and solving for tail area results in: 
CLaNXNS"" - (K8(w)X8(w) + KW(B)xw(B))CLaWSW 
Sr = 2 (3.53) 
(K8cnX8(l){l + KT(B)XT(B)a (¥f ) CLaT(l-~) 
The coefficient of lift for the nose in the subsonic regime comes from slender body theory 
corrected for the body length-to-diameter ratios less than twemy by Munk's factor: 
(354) 
The center of pressure for the nose is ca1culated using slender body theory (Pitts et aI, 
1953). 
IN=JN-::~ 
For an ogive the volume of the nose is: 
~= 1{2R2 -Rd+~ J-%-( R-%}N~ 
-( R-%)R'sin-' ~ 
R=~+~ 
4 d 
From DATCOM the wing or taillift-curve-slope is approximated by: 
C 21tA 





The lC term represents the lift efficiency of the rea1 wing to the ideal flat plate. Thin 
wings suffer losses in lift-curve from Reynolds-number effects and may also suffer from 
leading-edge bubbJe type separation. Thus subsonic flat plates with sharp leading edges 
will result in a wing efficiency is less than one. Since these various effects are difficult to 
determine, a conservative value of 0.85 for K is assumed. This value corresponds to the 
approximate Reynolds-number effect at Re = 106 . (Roak et aI, 1978) 
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The tanACll tenn can be simplified for a triangular wing to: 
A'll=tan-1± (3.59) 
The last tenn to be defined is the rate of change of down wash with respect to 
angle of attack, ~. An empirical method will be used from Sanders (1967). 
~=4.44[KAKi.KH(COSAcl4)1I2l1.19 (3.60) 
CHI) 
K. = 1O-3~·w 







With the knowledge that the planfonn configuration for both the wing and the tail is a 
triangular (della) shape and that the wing and tail are in the ~ame plane. the following 
simplifications ean be made: 









Jlle value calculated rll'W. To ..:orrcd fOI cumpn:ssible 
\I,'he](: lhe \1 ~uh~eripl implie, a value corrected for compl'e~'ihility. Thus the 
l~ found by Dluillplying the value of dE 
d" 
CU()) 
calculaled in r.411alion (:'1.60) b! the \~ing 11ft eurve sklpe at the v,jng \-lach numher ,md 
Jividlllg h\ the wing llfi cune slupe al Mach 0 
TLS7STB 1 ",)l\e~ for the tail area for ~tatic stability a"uming a ~uhM)nic launch 
(,'Vlach () 10 ()-'"J5). TLSZSTBI returns the VJIlle of the large<;t tail area reql1lled for qati~' 
~tiJbIIIlY. \1<u.:h 0.4.~ wa~ ch"~efl a~ the urper limit whKh i, <.:Ju~e tl' the lr;Hl~onlt; region 
In the tran,'uni..: regi"Jl thi~ melhoJ h not valid 
Examp/f' I'our 
/h an e\ample. the Jala from the \lat;h I ::: ca~c of the previou> e\.amplc, 
i\ ,elected The tail kading edge ~weep angle can he vaneJ 10 in\'e.,tigme the v<lriation in 
t"til area for .,tabdn)' with I'e~pect tu ,;weep angle The u~cr ,Iwuld try a 55' le<ldlllg edge 






A 45" leading edge sweep angle resulh in a smnllcr lJil area. 







For the controllability condition, th..: ability of the tJil w provide sutTiclent force 
to hold the TlliS\lle at angle oj' attack i~ calculated. The moment equation of the TllI%ilc at 
angle of JttJck wah the moment due to tJil deflection IS. in coefficient forIll 
C" ('",,,(lTC 
The moment term for the tat! dctlection IS: 
Sllilplifying 
d=-(J...'f".\IIB,' 
Setting 2:.:\1- 0 and \Oh'lng for the tail plan form are,l 





Tilt" center of 11ft at the tail can be found in a mannef .,imilar to that of the \\ing 
(3,77) 
(J.78) 
The location of the mter.,.:cLion of Icadmg edge oj the tail and the bod} IS sImply the 
kngth of th~· ll1i,~ile Illinw, the root chord or the tail 
Th~ dll\\ nwash term i, calculated for the supersonic C:l'ie ll~ing the methoJ of Lomax and 
Sluder (Jerger. 1%1) 
TLS/'CN Icakulate<, th.: tail <ife,] \\ ith <idditional inputs uC maX!Imrm <inglc of 
attack and lTIilX!Imrm deflection angle 1(' no mpuh Cor angk of iltLKk ur deflection angle 
are given. default \'ahleS of 15" are a . ,suilled 
Example J<il'e 
C'ontlll\rmg wah the data lrom :\bch 1.2. the ,Irca and loc'ation (If the tail lS 
!.juickly c,llculated 






C'han!,jllg ttle tailleadiJl~ edge ~\\eer ,Ingle to -1.5" ag,lin I'esllh~ in d ~millkr t,111 ar~C\ 







Comparing the results of tail area for controllability (ST = 0.3926 ftC) with the results for 
stability (ST"""" 0.4630 ft") from example four, we see the tail area for ~tability 
(S, == 0.4630 ft2) is larger and is the determining value for this case. 
b. Example Six 
The center of gravity of the mis~ile shifts forward as the ~olid propellant i~ 
consumed. For a first check of center of gravity movement over the missile fhght path, 
the user should rerun XCGTCI with the propulsion subsection weight at tht" end of burn 
If the value 1~ not yet known, assume the propulsion sub~ection weight at the end of the 
burn 1S on the order of 10% of the original weight; 90% of the sub.,ection weight is due to 
the propellant. 
» lcgf=xcgtc1(5.88, 120,0.92,44A.89,0. 1*154,21.68) 
lcgf= 
4.5423 
Jfthe user reruns TLSZCr-; 1 for the most forward center of gravity ~hift· 








The u,er ,hould note thai the tall arca n:y'uired f,)r CIJJllnlllahility (S1 .= 0.7S91 n2) at the 
end oj I11grtl i~ larser Hun the tail Jrea required for qilbility (ST =- 0.4630 ft') at the 
beglJlning of flight "nd is Ill'," th.: determining (a~l' 
The optimum wing position ilnd tJJi Sill· (OmbllldtlOn i, the \\'lng lo,~allon 
v,ilich re,uib m tIlt: smallest tail area fur [he \ariou~ mi"ii<.: nightl'ondilion~, Tu obLlin 
Ih.; optillium tail area. \ariUll~ \\ing locations and ~tahl1ity and controllnbiJity nJlldiuoJ], 
need to be (h.:ded. TLS7.EXI i, an example ,,(fipt llI-fik \\hlch iilw.,tra[.:, the ch.:dll1g 
(lj fh'e flIght C(lndition~ and ret\1rns the optimuJll wmg locatIOn-tail "rca COmhlllJlion 
The COnd1l10ns ilre 
Launch -;tabllit\ 
\-li1ch _ ,2, 15" angk or attdd maneUI'':I' at th.' begtnning of nIght 
I\-'''Kh 1.2, 15 ,mgk oj all ad maneu\el' Jt the end 01 f1ight 
\-l"l'h 15" angk of atLld maneul ~r at the b.:gmllmg of fllgllt 
vlach I")" .mSk of JI1i1d, Ill,lllell\er al til.: .:nd of 111ght 
Tlw wmg dC'dgncd ror the i\la~h 1,7 COnd1l10n o! Fxampk On.: (S" = 2,1804 ft',1 i,., u~ed 
(TLSZFX I Likes appl'Oximdl<.:ly ttw mlllUk~ to rUIl on a PC \\ilh an !nte. 480-33 DX 
Th~ number or lleratl011', counts dowil .JIld i, Ji,playeJ lO the ~CTeell alung '.I.'lth the tl'lal 
,-,iap<;ed time The eXeeulioll \)f TLSZI::X I CClrl b~ qupptd h~ pre"'lJIg "Contwl-8rcak . 








Each of tlie line~ in f'igure 5 represents one of the fom comrolhtbility 
cOJldi(lOn~ considered and trtC launch ~tab!lity. TLSZEX1 ~elecb the wing IOGuion where 
(he mo~t limilintc I all area i~ the ~l1lalksL The actual \alue~ returned hy TLSZEXI is 
calculated fr0111 the indivIdual data point~ and nO! by thc actual inter~cction poiTil of the 
line~. If hIgher pTeci~ion b desired. reduce lhe location r"'lnge and/or increa~c the 
number of d,lla points cak"ulated in TLSLl::X I. If the lower \alue f()r wing location i~ 







E. 1~ITlAL ESTIMATE REFI~EMEl\T 
The value,; calculated for trtC ,>,>illg ,md tJll by Wl\GSLTC I a~su111ed the tail area 
\\<l, O.4S.~ (~J - 0.8722 n'). I'he vJlue of the tdil arl.:a hJ~ be,;n rci1l1ed b) runDlllg 
TL5ZEX 1 (S., = a.6m.' ft -'1 and the original as'iilIllption ofWNUSZTC I i~ no longer 
valid W:\GSZTC I ha~ thl.: option to accept \alue, for (he a..:tual r:lil (hmerhion~ and 
win)' location. and Irtcn rc'calculate the \\ing area With thl' new tail AJdltlonall} 
the center of gr:l\"it} calculation" a"umed tatl and \\ing location~. \\ ith aL"lual wlIlg dnd 
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2.5-
Tall Size Versus Wing Position 
BOF: Beginning of Flight 
EOF: End of Flight 
OPT: Optimum POint 
~'igllre 5. Optimi ... illg Tail Area alld Willg Locatioll 
radloLations known .. l hettn c'crlle!" of gra\lty .:nlcllbtlOn can bc ma&> XCGTC2 i., med 
to calLuLite lhi, fn l~ed Lerller of gra\ itl 
TLS/j--'X2 lIse~ the \JllIlO\ f(lr tail .,p.m. arlO,j ant.! "in!, localilln, from [he I,]"t 
exampk ,\1ld recalculates tail Jnd wlllg dimen<'JOlb. Fmlll Figure::'. th(: ~tahility and 
;"'1a~h 1.2 cOlltrolinbilit J ':'lI1djtKln~ are' known Iwt It' be the dekrmirlln[ ':'l~e, Jnd ar<: 
Ihtl, remc)veJ frolll IhL' ('alclilatl{)n~. l\JuitlOnall J , TLSZEX2 rt'tllrTI~ the differencL' III 
15 
TLSZEXl Missile 


















Since the changes In wing and tail areas as a result of running TLSZEX2 are small, no 
further iterations are necessary. If the user wants a more precise answer, making the wing 
position increment smaller in TLSZEX2 should be tried first, before another iteration 
attempt is made. 
F. STATIC STABILITY MARGIN AND WAD-FACTOR CAPABILITY 
With the external configuration of/he missile defined, the wing-body-taillift-
curve slope, pitching-moment-curve slope for angle of attack and pitching-moment-curve 
slope for tail incidence angle coefficients can be calculated using Equations (3.17), (3.39) 
and (3.73), respectively. CLAWBT, CMA WBT and CMDWBT are the associated m-
files. The values calculated are valid for the subsonic and supersonic Mach regions. The 
region between Mach 0.95 to 1.2 is considered transonic and no coefficient values are 
calculated in this region. Transonic flow interaction is beyond the capabilities of 
MSLDSN and is not considered 
The lift-curve slope for tail deflection is: 
(3.80) 
The m-file which generates values for CL~ is CLDWBT. 
With the necessary aerodynamic coefficients known, the static stability margin 
and the load-factor capability are easily calculated, The derivation of both parameters 
comes from Chin (1961) 
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1. Static Stability Margin 
The static stability margin is derived from the pitching moment equation about the 




The missile is stable as long as X is negative. Dividing Equation (3.81) by qS",fd results 
in the moment equation in tenns of moment and lift coefficients. 
Cm =C L i 
Differentiating with respect to angle of attack and rearranging tenns gives the static 
margin in terms of fractions of missile diameter. 
!.= emu 
d Cw 
2. Load-Factor Capability 
(3.83) 
(3.84) 
Derivation of the load-factor capability starts with the definition of the load faclOr. 
For the trimmed condition, the moment equation simplifies to; 
-CIll"U TR = Cm~OTR 
U TR =- ~:: °TR 
The lift at trim resulting from the trim angle of attack and tail deflection angle is' 
CLTR = CL"U TR + CLSo TR 









Substituting Equation (3.86) for lift at trim and rearranging to obtain the load factor per 
unit control deflection is: 
E..=[c -c cmll]qS"'f 
(; u\ LnC"",- W 
(3.91) 
(3.92) 
The user should run SMANDLF for an example of calculating the static stability margin 
and load-factor capability. 
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IV. DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
The dynamic characteristics are extremely important for determining the rapidity 
with which the airframe of the missile will respond to command inputs. For a cruciform 
missile design a two-degree-of-freedom model is sufficient to evaluate the response 
characteristics of the airframe for pitch or yaw. The details of deriving the full six-degree-
of-freedom equations of motion can be found in many texts (e.g. Elkin (1972) and will 
not be covered here. The derivation of the Iwo-degree-of-freedom model comes from 
Nielsen (1960) with the exception that simplifications are not made until the final steps of 
the derivation. The equations of motion used for the longitudinal case are the Z axis 
force equation and the Y axis moment equation in wind axes coordinates (Figure 7) 
LF, "-mVr 
LM) =41) =al). 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
The sum of the lift forces results from the lift of the entire missile and the lift of the tail at 
incidence. 
(4.3) 
Converting lift forces to aerodynamic coefficients· 
LF,=-qS""C,."u-qS""Cu;o=-mVY (4.4) 
Rearranging the equation and solving in terms of the flight path angle: 
r = ~~ CLan + ~~ CU;O (4,5) 
The flight path angle is equal to the pitch angle minus the angle of attack 
Solving Equation (4.5) in terms of elevation angle rate: 





Figure 7. Flight Path and Elevation Angle Relationship in Wind Axes 
The elevation angle acceleration is the derivative with respect to time of the elevation 
angle rate: 
6~d+~;CLnci+~~Cu3 (4.9) 
The moment equation about the Y axis in terms of the individual moments is: 
L,My ~Iy6 ~M(ta+M<i<i+M&e+MI.iO+M~3 (4.10) 
Converting moments to aerodynamic derivatives results in: 
LMy =Iy6 =:1jS",rd[ C"",u+C ... O +~(Cm~ci.+Ctfriia +Cmt..5)] (4.11) 
Rearranging and solving in terms of the elevation angle acceleration: 
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6- qSr<fd[-,,-(C .9+C .a)+C a]:=~[~c 8+C 0] (4,12) 
Iy 2V mOl "'" ..." I) 2V m5 rnI5 
Substituting Equations (4.8) and (4.9) for the elevation angle rate and acceleration: 
a+ qS"'f Ie ci+C S)-C ~ qS"'fd[u+ 'IS",! (e O'.+C BI] 
mV La Ll mil 2v Iy mV La u; 
- qS"'fd[~c a+C (X]= qS"'fd[C o+~c 5] 
I) 2V "'" m<t Iy rnI5 2V m~ 
(4.13) 
The elevation angle rate is equal to the pitch rate; this is simply a transformation from one 
reference frame to another. 
Similarly: 
emil =Cmq 
Making this substitution and grouping tenus results in: 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
Ci+[qSreJC _qSrefd~(c +C ,)]ci:_qS'<fd[qSref~C C +C 1..= 
mV l<t Iy 2V mq rna Iy mV 2V mq Ln Tn« j 
(4.16) 
'IS",. ,d [c + qS"'t C 1 + [QSrerd ~ C _ qSret C ]s 
I, m~ mV U J I) 2V ",0 mV Ll 
The magnitude of the 8 terms are generally small compared to the 0 term~ and it IS 
assumed that these terms can be ignored 
Equation (4.16) can be placed into the following form: 
1i+2~ro"ri: +ro;a. '" Ko(t) (4.17) 
The left hand side of Equation (4.17) is the characteristic equation of the system. The 
roots of this equation determine the type of response the system. The two roots of the 
characteristic equation can result from one of five possible combinations 
Two positive real roots 
Two negative real roots 
One positive and one negative real root 
Complex: conjugate roots with positive real parts 
Complex conjugate roots with negative real parts 
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The dynamic stability of the system is dependent on the real parts of the roots. If the real 
parts of the roots are positive, the system response will be divergent and dynamically 
unstable. If the real parts of the roots are negative, the system response will be 
convergent and dynamically stable. If there are complex roots, oscillatory motion of the 
system will result. (Ogata, 1990) 
From Equation (4.16), the value~ of the coefficents are: 
fil' == - qS".,d ['IS",! ~C C +C 1 
" I} mV 2V '""1 '"' m" (4.18) 
[ 'IS" c _ 'IS". d -"-(C + C I] mV I.e. 1, 2V ""I mu 
(4.19) 
2"" 
K "" qS",rd [~c + qS",r C 1 
Iy 2V mS mV LS 
(4.20) 
As t --7 OoO, ci( OoO) --7 0 and a(",,) --7 O. Thus the steady state angle of attack of a 
dynamically stable s)~tem can be related to the deflection angle of the tail. 
(4.21) 
Equallon (4.16) can he solved using Laplace transforms or other techniques Assuming 
a(O) = 0 and a(O) = 0, the solution for the underdamped I~ < I) case 
fIlo ='fIl,jJ-(! 






In the underdamped case. the time for the first peak, t p , to occur and the 
maximum value of the overshoot, Mp ' at tp are important considerations 
t =~ 
" ro, 





The terms C"", and Cmqare the only unknowns in the equations. The derivations 
of these coefficients are from Chin (1961). 
M" results from the finile time required for the wing down wash 10 arrive at the 
tail (FIgure 8). The downwa~h in this case is: 
(4.29) 
ll.t= X W .... T 
V 
(4.30) 
ll.t is the time it takes for the downwa~h to travel the distance from the wing to the tail, 
X"' .... T. The moment equation for the lail is' 
(4.31) 
The angle of attack as seen by the tail is: 
U T =U-E (4.32) 
Substituting the angle of attack and the downwash into the moment equation' 
MT =-CL{(T[KBrftXBIJI+KT(Bh{B)l[a-~(u-¥i Xw;' J]qTST (4.33) 
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L, 
Figure 8. Tail Moment 
Dividing by qS,.{d results in: 
c C [K { dE( . Xw~'l-q,S, (434) 
rnT=- I.<>-T BmXBm+KT(BlxT(B)la-~ a-a----y- JqS"'fd . 
The definition of C"",: 
(4.35) 
Due to this definition, the derivation of C"., for missiles is different than for aircraft. The 
aircraft derivation uses the wing mean aerodynamic chord vice the body diameter for the 
reference length. The missile definition causes higher values for the coefficient compared 
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to the aircraft definition. The user should remember this term is multiplied by q~~m to 
get a moment. The desired aerodynamic derivative is: 
(4.36) 
c" -[I" +("1 o,wj 
c, W(BI 
(4.37) 
Mq is the result of the angle of attack change seen by an aerodynamic surface due 
to the rotation of the missile about its center of gravity. The tail is the largest contributor 
for most missile configurations due to the length of the tail's moment arm, although the 
nose and the wing do contribute. The damping due to the tail is derived from: 
aMT = -C1-"T[ KBmX BITI + KT(BIXHBI]t.UTihST (4.38) 
Dividing by qSrerd: 
t.C"'T =-CLaT[KB(T)XB(TI +KT{B)XT(BI]t.U T ~~~<: (4.39) 
t.U =tan"(~J=~ 








MSLRSPNS calculates the natural frequency, damping factor, roots of the missile 
system, the final angle of attack and plots the missile response for a unit step tail 
deflection. If the airframe is underdarnped, MSLRSPNS also returns the time for the first 
peak to occur and the maximum overshoot. Since the missile is tail-controlled, the 
default step value for the deflection in MSLRSPNS is negative. The script file 
MSLREXI is used to store the parameters of the missile designed at the end of Chapter 















The values of the real parts of the poles in this example are negative, thus the 
system is stable. The fact that the roots are complex implies the system is oscillatory as 
evidenced in Figure 9. The system eventually converges to a steady state angle of attack 
of 22.0291 degrees. The low damping results in a high overshoot. The high overshoot 
could cause excessive loading of the airframe or flight control problems. 
Missile Response to a Step Input 
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rhe ((ll~l dlag ora Ill].,.,lle i~ c()mp(l~eJ 01 the /(:)0 litt Ur.lg. the Jrd)"!: due to 11ft 
.:tTHl the drdg due tn control ~urf:tcc detle-dIO]] 
D=Dv ·-0, - D,P 
D=(C[)fJ +-e"l +C"IR}qScc, 
(.:".1) 
(5 
Dra.\! \<lluc . ., arc IcqUlred 1m lhe ~lL1ng oflh'" proPUI.,lUll ~J.,lt'1Tl dnd fen ,ill ~'~tlmJ.tl()n 01 
the' 1l1l."ile'~perf(lmldnCe 
A. ZERO LIFT DRAG 
In TlIdll y ca-;c,. the \:tlue lor the lero 11ft drdg ,>I the \~lI1g-h()d)-t.:1I1 cOlllhlllatiun 
Cdll be 11'(:d t()1 llllllJl pCriOnlllllK<: Jnd p10puisi()11 La!culJ.(ll'Tl, The lew Jift drag 
cudCiclcnt for the OII\'lle 1<; calculated by ,urnm1l1g the Lornpollcflh pI tIll" zerr> 11ft dr.:tg 
LoeffiClcnh ut the rndl\ ldual comp"l1cnb 
('I') =C +2(:lv. C 2e, " 501 
fhe 7C[() lift drllg 01 each aCrUGy ll<lIl1K c(lmpOnCnl I~ (;ompu~cd pl;( I11Clion !.hag 
rrc~\u['c drag ,me! hdSC dt',lg. The dw§: pf the !llli l~ c'lil.:ul,llcd ,lrnJ!(ltl) to the elIJ)' of the 
\\Hlg 
['he h'loClly r,'f!llln, '.Ilr-lu ,III ml,.,de~ nl1rHldily operate In re~ult In lurhu!cl1l !lim 
along the ~k1l1 The mclhoct\ l.I"cc! tn c"ICU',IIl; LC[O 11ft dld1-' Oil bellh the hod~ lind the 
\'\IIli!"reldcr.:nce,]tolhc'codtKlentpf tnc.:tlOn\.ta fl"t pl,I1c\\llhthccyuI\i,)cnt 
Ch.udc!':ll~tIC length lI~ed \(l cumpul.: thL' RCYIlolct\ numbcI Fill' tllC bod) the 
dwraclcn~l1c length 1<; the length uf the entire hod') and 1'01 the \>, IIlg the mean 
,!crud~n;lJnl( ChOld ("lAC) 10 Ih,' Cha[d..:teJI~lK lenglh The I!lc()mrre~'lblc t1at plillC ,"111 
ftlctlOrl coeftlclenl frum LwJ,e, and RedTllclTL 119t-:lJ) I., 
04'i'i (541 
(]ogIO(Re)1 
Where the Reynold~ number j,. 
Re=~ 
" The incompresslbk ,km friction coclheient i~ cOfIce1cu for (..()mrle~~ibdlty 11l the 
'iUilSO!lle ref!10n hy(Chlll. 19611· 
C, = hO~~'8Ml 
..!lId III thc ~up("[~onJe [<:glon by I Nleol:ll. 19114) 
\5.5\ 
(57) 
Drag etkct'i from wlJlg-hody iJlter,lction arc a~'iumed to he negl1glble Thl'> l~ a 
\ Jhd a"umplion for ..... !1lg~ mounted on bodlC~ c'"pcflcm:lIlg no eXPdll~iOJl or COJllraetlOJl 
SlJIee tlK" W111g rMncls arc mounted on .1 cylmdncal bod), the as'iUmptlOn 1'- rca~onable 
l!\lel~eJl. FJ60) 
Ch111 (1961) <;ugge'it'i inerc-JslI1p the 'ikln fneUoJl drag: by loe;;, to help account for 
\anatlOn~ Tlte method u~ed by MSLDSI\ is to lJlcrc-a<;e the '.dlue of the coctflClent 01 
IW:':lJon used 111 JII drag cdiculatKlIb b) Iocr The user hd~ thc oplmll In dlaJlj!e tll1~ 
\aluc. edlled the InCllo]l Idetor. 111 all m-flles used to eaiculd!c dr.lg (c g CDO\\ BT) 
Drag from pr,'lUhelance<;. e y.. launch lug:\. wdl al~,) 1I1Cred\e tlte /.ero 11ft L1mg ~lf 
the ml~<;llc. hom Hngg., \1991t 
Often the reyullemenl t(1 I.lUneh d gl\en Tlll"lie IrUTli ~e\eral 
,hrterent dlreraft U~ll1g i,lllncher, lead~ to some rather e<;utellC 
(:,)n~tJdJllt<; and MrdJlgernenh ldun;,:h hunk, and which pruducc 
IInportant cfl"e;,:h lhat drc lhflKUl1 10 rOt example. 
IdllJlC Ii lllg~" anj other protur>er ..tnce~ lJl(:rea,e the Z(:I~l-lJ!t drag 01 
~1If-lO-dir ml~<,Jle, hy 20<;( un larger ml,~de~ tu 1 OOcl ,. on the ~m,jlkr one, 
The u,er ean 'llllnl111i.ltc thl~ clfect by allcnng the \dluc of the (fictIOn bctm or h., 
Illcrcilslllg: the Illlil! \alue ol'thefero-illtuf.ig 
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1. Body Drag 
The base drag calculation requires a knowledge of the geometry of the nozzle of 
the propUlsion system. The assumption is made that during propulsion system operation, 
base drag is zero. The base drag calculations techniques are included for power off 
operation 
Subsonic 
In the subsonic region, the zero lift drag coefficient for the body from 
DATCOM (Hoak., 1978) is: 
Coo =CDf +CDP+CDh 
CDf =cf Ssw: 
_ [60 ()() (ll]S", CDP-Cf --J +0. 25 - -(lId) d S",r 




S -nd'l[(1.l\~]' ';n-'[~j-(1.l[(1.l' -~]l (5.12) 0,,,- d 4 [(,:r+~] d d 4 
The base drag coefficient is: 
MSLDSN assumes the diameter of the base equals the diameter of the body. thus 
simplifying Equation (5.13). 
(5.13) 
At subsonic Mach numbers greater than 0.6, the skin friction and pressure drag arc 
assumed to be con,tan! and equal to the skin friction and pressure drag calculated at Mach 
0.6. The base drag coefficient for Mach:> 0.6 is calculated for values at Mach 0.6 and 
then corrected for Mach number using the method ofDATCOM (Hoak et ai, 1978) 
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h. Supersonic 
In the supersonic region. the zero lift drag coefficient from DATCOM 
(Hoak et al. 1978) is: 
(5.14) 
Where the wetted smfaee area IS the same as for the sub~onie case. The wave drag of the 
nose is empirically derived hy Miles (Chin, 1961) to be: 
(5.15) 
p ~ (0.083 + O~~6)( fa} 69 (5.16) 
o =2 ""'[2~J[,~l (5.17" 
rhe base drag coefficient for the 'iupersonic case from DATCOM (Hoak, 19n) i~ 
(5.18) 
Where the ba~e pre%ure coefficient is calculated for a body with d, = d The pressure 
drag i, as,umed to linearly decrease from the value at Mach == 1 to zero at Maeh = J.2 
2. Wing drag 
Sub.~onic 
The F!:ro lift drag for a wing with a double wedge profile operallng in (he 
~uhsonie reglOn is (Krieger et ai, 1991) 






In th~ wper~ollie regioll the zero lift drag ,'"cfficient ff,lm DATCOM 
CL~J d.2l) 
The wa\~ dt'ag of the wing depend~ on th~ v..ing ~hape and \\hether th~ wing 





Drag In rhe tr"n',lnl<: rq,:illll is dil'fl,:ull (() caind"re Th~ procedure ll,cd in 
!VISLDSl\ i~ inspIred hj' th..: melhod for ,:alculating the \"111g-bud~-tail <:clcfficient of dt'ag 
111 DATCO!\l (Hllak d aL 1()7Hl The drag di\erg~nce Mac.:h mJll)h~r I, dcfmed as the 
Mach numher where the change in the dmg ct1CfflClent with re-;peet to Mach number 
cqllal.,OI 
In \lSl!)SN, the a~"umed drag di\'erg~flc~ Mal'll numher for Ihe wlng-hody-tail 
Clll11bllutiun 1~ ."'1a<:h 0,95, /l.lach (J,9S IS -;ciectcJ ba~ed on the dt',I,!! divergence: Mach 
number of <i ,..,Iender iludy J-.OJ ~Iender hlldie~ wIth finene" ralio, gfcater than ..,ix. the 
drap.: dl\~r).'cnl:Cl\bch numb!;r 1<; ,"rcater th,ln or equal to \lach (j,lIS, FlOm DATeO\! 
(Hual d :.1. 1975}. the ma\l1lwm dra,S; coeffIcient of the \\'m,1l bod~-I,\ll eomhll1allon m 
th~ !rallWfliC regiOn i, the sUpCr~01lk' drag c,octficicnt ill /l.i:Jc:h 1 I A<;,'lIming the Jra;:: 
ClK'I'ftct..:nt approxlJnat~s ,I ~t['~l1ght Imc flom thc dwg dll'ergelK": /l.lach numhcI to th..: 
supersonic drag coefficient at Mach 1.1, the drag coefficient values for Mach numbers in 
(he transonic regiun become~ 
C (M) = [C,,\(L~)- cr>.,(O,Y5)][M -0.95J + C (0.95) (5.25) 
[>1) 11 095 DO 
Figure 10 is a plot of the zero-lift drag coefficient versus Mach number in lhe transonic 
region for a missile. The linear appro.>..imalion \hould be ~ufficie!l( if the mi~sile traverses 
the transonic region Ljuickl). If the mi~~ile is heing desiJ,'ned \0 operate in Ilr near the 
Iran~onic rcglOIl, another techlllgue l~ reLjuired and is heyond the capabilities of 
MSLDS?\i 
0.3 --
0.8 085 0.95 t,OS 1,' 1 15 1.2 
Mach Number 
Figure 10. Linear Appruximalion uf CDO in the Transonic Region 
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4. Example One 
CDOWBT calculate> thc coefficient of zc]"(\ lift drag for a wlI1g-body-tail 
combination. DRAGEXI U~I:S CDOWBT w calculat~ th~ Cl>o for the mIssIle de~lgncd at 
the end of Chapter 1ll and plots [he tolal drag ver~us Mach number (figure 11 \ 
B. DRAG AT TRIM 
r:or the purpo~e~ of th~ following discu'ision. the trim cunJllion IS cun~idcred to 
exist when the tlJi'i~I1c is gencrating a steady-state lift force and the moment about the 
mis.,i1c's (enter of gravity IS t:em. I h~ equation fur the drag uf the mbsilc at the trim 





Figure 11. Drag Ver~u~ Mach !\umher 
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D= (C OOWH +COOv +C DlWB +CDTR)qSref (5.26) 
For the cruciform missile geometry, the zero lift drag for the vertical surfaces will 
be included in the zero lift drag term of the wing-body combination. 
C OOWB +Coov =C OOWB =C,.XlB +2Coowe+C[~ .. ~ (5.27) 
The induced drag of the wing-body combination is 
(5.28) 
The body drag coefficient due to angle of attack [(COB),,]. the coefficient of drag due to 
lift of the wing and the change ill drag due to trim are will be addres~ed individually 
I. Body Drag Due to Angle of Attack 
The technique for calculating the coefficient of hody drag due to angle of attack is 
derived from the component of the hody normal force in the drag direction: 
(5.2':!) 
Thus the coefficient of drag due to angle uf attack becomes 
(5.30) 
The drag proportionality factor. 11. equals one for ~upersollic flow and l~ a functiun of the 
fineness ratio of the body for sub~onic flow. (Jerger. 1960) 
2. Drag Due to Lift of the Wing 
Subsonic 
The coefficient of drag due to hft for wings with ~harp leading edge~ and 
no leading edge suction (based on wing area) i~ inver~cly proportional to the Iift-curve-




for win~~ wllh supcr~onK lc<Jding edf'I:~. the drag due to litt is basl:d on 
lincarthcory (Krieger et al. 19911 
Cn 
for wings with sub~onil leading cdge~ th" pn\ccdure from DATCOM 
(Hoak I:t al lynn tor ,uper~unil wing, in (lie paraholil-drag r~£inn i" I.l~ed 
C", (5.33) 
(5.34", 
The j<, an empiric.:!] relati(lTI~hlP which For J 
triJngular plantorm" 1~ and 11m" p ~imp]ltle~ to 
Thu~ the ('ndflClCIlI (If dr;,g du" 10 lift bccom,,~ 
C u, 
.tmplrKal d;lla orwing~ \\nh round and shatr leading ,"dge~ was u<,ed 1Il dcri\ing 
l Ih~ range of wing pMClmetcls wllh shJrp IcClding cd,":("<; used 1\. ('alculate 
0"';).."'; I 
OJ)) S P S 0,995 
The technique will be u~ed eyen if the wl!lg parameter~ arc oUbide the fang.: ut' the 
empirical data. Mo~1 Tl1i~sik planrorTl1~ encounten;d will fall within the ~pecified range. 
3. Drag Due to Trim 
Drag due to trill1 is drag as a re~llit ofthc tail deflection re'1uired to maintain the 
trim angle of attack. The procedure used herein loosely follows the procedure in 
DATCOM ~Hoak et aL 1975\. Drdg Ju.: to trim IS defin.:d 1Il the foJlowing mantler 1n 
MSLDSl\ 
C DiR = (C DT ":oso,p +C11 i538' 
Where 
(5301 
C" I i, ..:akulat..:d III the ~ame manner as CUI' u<,ing trim tail deflection angle VJ(;C angle 
4. Trim Angle of Attack and Dl'f1ection Angle 
In a tnfll cond1tlOn, the lift generated hy the mis.,ile I., equal toth,' load factor 
tim.:~ 11K ml~~lle'~ weight a[l(j Ihe <,um (If Ihe momenb aboullhe m1"iJe', center of 
f'liIVJl\' IS zero 
15.401 
(5.--1-1) 
Rearrangin« Ihc l<enn, and placirlB them in a matrix format 
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Tlie ,y~tcm or equatlorh isea,il) ~(>l\"ed in MATLAB tn attain \aluc, orthe trim angle of 
attack and trim det1eo::tiorl angle \Liltk t'l ai, 1993). For example, let the variable, A, X 
lind Y repre"ent 
(5.431 
1:'.-1-.'11 
Then, Ih~ 'iOIUlion 01 
AX=Y 
for unknown X l~ 
X=A \y (5.47 ) 
S. Example Two 
Cf)TRI \1 r,X ':akulale' lfle <:Oeffl<:lent of drag for the mi~.,il~ (rl'TlI e.\ample one 
a,,,uming the Jlw,sile j, tnrnmeci in k\'el fhght (I.e. load fClCto[ = 11 and at a loaJ factor oj 




Thu~, (he maximum error between the two calculation'i IS less than 1'1(- for load f~etor = I 
and almo~t 150o/c for load factor == J O. Con~idering the additional <;akulation complexity 
and the relatively ~mall gain in accurac), the zcro~lift drag calculation ~hould he of 
suffieJent accuracy In the ca'ie of low load factors. The additional accuracy of the drag 
dlle to hfl would become imponant when the missile IS expencncing large lift force~ In 
these conditions. the added compkxity of the calculations \vould he justified 




I"'~ Loa~ Factor" 1 
06 _\ __ 
Zero Lift ---__ 
04--~ 
1.2 1.4 , 6 -'-8-- 2----c";----C,C-,.4;----;;2,6 
Mach Number 
.'igure 12. Comparison of Zern I,ift Drag and Drag Dut' 10 Lift 
VI. MISSILE PERFORMANCE AND PROPULSION 
'\-li\sik perfOmmllCe characterlsllc'i, i.e. maximum velocity and range. can he 
e~lirnated ~lIlCI; the force~ Ull til" mj.,~iles art: known. The deri\ation of the chara':leri'ilic<; 
vi (he propulSlOll ~ystem. j,e. weight and length. are intimattly related with misiile 
performanc<o and ... i II he treated together 
Two major 1ype, pI' tflrust schedulin:; aTe u~ed hy rocket powered ,llf-to-,ur 
mi~~lk~ r¢~ultlTIg in {\'>o diffelcn( tnIJE'CIOrie'i: b,)o~t-glide and boo~l-~ustc\ln_ In the 
boo'it-glJdc trajectory. (he rucker motor bum~ <l.l maximllm thru,[ for a ~hort lime pennel 
• .'i ,eel, accelerating the ml~.,ile to a high velocity (Mach = 4 - 6). The re~t of the 
mis'iile'~ night j~ unpo .... crt;d and the JlIi~~ile ~Iowly decelerale~_ In b()ost-~u.,win. Ihe 
mi,~ik i~ rapidly ~eederated to a crUl~e velocity (Mach = 2 - 3,5) by the boo<;ter The 
\u~lainer then pro\ Ilk, sufflC;lent thru~t to overcome 1l1is~ile dr:lg at nuise. 'I'he boo~t­
glide tra,wnory lS Uoe!! in ~hort and m~dlUTil ran,L'e [fIi~silc..,. The: bOO.,t-~ll~talll trdic-dory 
if, used by llle:ciiLllll ,mel long: range missllcs, An analys1~ of boost-glide traiedorie<; i\ al~o 
helpful in analYZlng the huost pha~e of a boo<;(-"tl~tain mb~ile, For \'~ry long mnge 
ml"~lks. rhe r(1(;ket moliJr can ],e de~lpleJ to prov1de Tllultipk thnl~t pu]se:" The 
re~lIltiJlg tl "jectory l~ ~ "enes of boo"t -glide tl "Jt'ctorief" (l\e17el 1')93') 
.\. INCREMENTAL YELOCITY DUE TO BOOST 
The \'~kl('ity of the rnl~~ile <JJter boo~k~r burnout mll1U~ the v~locity of the m1ss11c 
prim to hoost J<; defined a" the in,TGlllcnt.:tI ve]OC1[V due to huu"t, ..'1.\;, The derivation of 
the ..'1.1-':, C:iJ.n he h)lIlld 1n Chin ( ]lJ()I), Jergo.:n j 06()) and Lllldscy and Rl~dman (10RIII The 
n(lmeJlc:iJlLlre of l_IJKbey and Redman \\a~ lhe; mo~t COJ1~1~lenl and 1~ u.,ed III the 
fClllowing dcrhaliol1 of .... 1-
rhe inlTeTll~Illal Vcl,'('lly Jue to boost l~ Jeri\l'd frolilihe ,,'Cial 
(6, II 
w 
FiJ;':ure 13. Axial F~Jrcts 
W 
Re~rrangll1g terms ,md ~llbstitllling m~,s<; v.,ith \veigh! 
Intcgt:ltlllg both ,ld"" of the t4lw.tion 
(6,";1 
A~>UTlling it ,'Of],tant thrmt and that l~le weIght \)1" tIl<: mJ,.,~jk varies Imcarly \~ilh time 
during boo,!. thc 'Weight Df the' rlllsslic ill an) gi\tn [nne d\l[jn~ bu()~ll<; 
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W(/)=W, 16.51 
Where the 1,>, eight of the propdlant!~ equal to the LlUlKh \\cIght 01 the' mJ~~JIc mmm the 
weIght of the nll."de at the end of burn 
\V"=\V, -W, 16.61 
In the fir,t appro\lmatl()l1, Iftlw drag: I~ ,hwrned to h(' a '::on,tJ.nt \J.luc, the accdcJatlOn 
ofth~ ml~~lle I' lonqallt ILater 111 thl<' chapter. the actual drag \alue 1,!,-111 be u,eJ I Tfthe 
1hght path In),:k dlw~ not vary fWIll l.lullch alld cOfllpletmg the mtegratlOn. the 
mnc'rrH~lltal ~elocllv due to boo~t I~ 
Ui91 
rhe ,pe'::lflc Impul.,e of.l roc leI m010J t:lll he lepJe<:ented b') 
16 JOI 
(oIl! 
R. BOOSTER \\EH;HT ASD LEMaH 
1. R()o~lerWeigh[ 
Tqud[,On,6 Illc;!n be; nlillllpllldtcd t()pl\)\lde:m InItIal \\'el~hl .lJlJ leni21h 
c,llmatl'()flhepr<lplJl'll!lTi,uh,eL'tloIiO/lhch(l\),IL'I ,\,<1 1'lr,t.lppl<lXlTIl.Illnll, Ihedlag 




The rallO be[\\een the \\elght of the propcJJ:mt and the weIght of the complete rocket 
motor I~ the rocket motor nl.l.'~ r.ltlo 
(<i I~) 
The \alue of C, '" \'afle, from 0 75 for ,Illdll rO<.-k~'t motOT~ opera/In)! at large chamheI 
pre'~ure~ to 0 9 for larger motors operating dt reduced pre~,urc, {Chm. 19611. Thm the 
\\clghl of the boo~lermotor 1-;: 
If all e-;tll11ate of drag j, dvaildblc, a vdlue for Ih..: d\erage drag Cdll he u,eu The 





2. Booster Length 
The two major components in the length of the booster is the length of the 
propellant and the length of the nozzle. 
PLEN= I", +1, 





For internal-burning motors, e.g., star grains, the propellant does not fill the entire motor 
casing. The ratio of the propellant volume to the volume of the casing is the volumetric 
packing factor. A reasonable value for the volumetric packing factor is 0.85 (Chin, 
1961). Therefore, the length of the propellant for an internal-burning motor is: 
(6.22) 
Calculating the nozzle length analytically requires significant knowledge of the 
propellant and casing properties. Chin (1%1) recommends the length of the nozzle be 
estimated as 30-35% of the length of the propellant. Assuming a value of 30%, the length 
of the booster is: 
PLEN = 1.31, =1.3 v,:::p, (6.23) 
C. SUSTAINER WEIGHT AND LENGTH 
The thrust produced by the sustainer equals the drag of the missile at the cruise 
velocity. The bum time of the sustainer must be of sufficient duration for the missile to 
reach its maximum range. 
t, =Rm.~~Db 






The we1ght and length of the sustainer can then be calculated u~ing the ~arne procedure 
outlmed for the booster. 
Since the assumption was made that the rnb~lle underv.·ent con~ldnt acceleration 
durmg the hoost phase, the distance traveled durmg hoo~t 1~ obtamed by mtegrating 
Equation (6.9) and correctmg for the flight path angle: 
(6.26) 
I ",1'rWp 
, T (6.27) 
The same drag as~umptlOn used in estimating propellant weight should be used when 
estimating distance traveled durmg boo,t 
D. I'ROPELLANT PROPERTIES 
Rep[c~entative values of propellant propertle\ <Ire requued to \uhe tor values of 
propulwm \ubsection weight and length. Table 4 from Ll1ld~ey and Redm<ln \1980) 
pro\ Ide, <l range of values for propellant specifiC lInpul,c ,md d<.:n~lty 
Sustainer Boo~lcr 
ISO-210 210-260 
102-107.1 107.1-112 :1 
Table 4. Representative Propellant Properties 
E. EXAMPLE ONE 
PROPEX I calculate, the propublOn length and weight for a mis~!le assummg the 
drag IS zero at boo~t and then for the average drag 
"propexl 











F. NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF AVb 
When Equation (6.4) was initially solved, a~sumptions were made for drag to ease 
the integration. Equation (6.4), without the flight path term, can be written in the 
following form: 
(6.28) 
Equation (6.28) can be solved numerically to provide a better estimate of missile 
performance. 
One group of numerical integration techniques is known as multistep methods. 
Multistep methods take advantage of previous calculations of the function and its 
derivative. Multistep methods typically use equally spaced intervals to simply the 
calculations. Since infonnation from previous calculations IS necessary to use multistep 
methods, a single-step method is usually required to establish the values of the first few 
steps of the function. Numerical integration techniques can be found in Gerald and 
Wheatley (1994) and in Chm (1961). 
An example of a second degree multistep method for solving Equation (6.28) for 




Where a:= Tr' The values for the first two steps of the integration are <:akulated using: 
D, == l~At 
F2 = \I~ +(u, +uJT 





PROPEX2 u~es data for the mis~ile designed at the end of Chapter III and plOb 
the boost-glide trajectory of the missile hy iterating Equation (6.28) using the previous 
method. The thrust of the mi~sile i~ as~umed to be <:onstant during boost. Figures 14 and 
15 are the re~ulting ve!o<.:ity profile and range plot. The algorithm in PROPEX2 is easily 
copied for use by the user in script m·files. The user should replace the missile 
parameters in PROPEX2 with their own and save the file under another name 
A more powerful and morc computer ll1tcnSl"ve method involvc~ the usc of a third 
degree multi~tcp method and employing a Runge·Kutta single-step method fOl" evaluating 
the initial points. The steps for solving mis~ile velocity are presented. First. the first two 
















Figure 14. PROPEX2 Velocity Profile 
Then the second degree multistep method is used to establish the third increment: 
v" = \!;,-l +(3a._1 -ao-')T (6.40) 
The fourth and subsequent increments are solved for by using a third degree multistep 
method 
V. =v,,-I (6.41) 
Figures 16 and] 7 result. 
The two methods compare clo~ely in velocity and range. There are more powerful 
numerical integration methods available, but considering the relative inaccuracy in the 
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Figure 15. PROPEX2 Range Plot 
knowledge of the actual drag coefficient, the increased complexity would prove of little 
value. If the range plot has a discontinuity in its shape or if MATLAB returns a warmng' 
WARNING: Complex parts of X and/or Y arguments ignored. 
The user ~hould consider increasing the number of iterations from the default value of 
100. 
PROPEX4 is an example of a boost-glide-boost-glide trajectory. The m-file can 
handle more complex trajectories such as boost-sustain or multi-pulse trajectorje~. 
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Figure 16. PROPEX3 Velocity Profile 
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Figure 17. PROPEX3 Range Plot 
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100 120 
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. CONCLUSIO:"JS 
Tlw ~li",ile Design Toolbox pro\idcs the mIssile dc~igncr with II 1":1,1 and casy-w 
u~e collcdirln of Ct1mpulCI-ba\ed tool, to "id in eswl>li\hing and evalualing m)"il" 
parameter, dU!lllg the COI1CCptll<l] rha~e of de~ign. De\t,loped u,ml,' The r>,·14th\Vnrb 
MATLAB mtcraClive c;omputing: environment. MSLDS:-'; take~ advantage 'If MATI ~All's 
pl)\\'cri'ul J1umencal and graphical ":~Ipabilitic" By addressing more than one de'lgn 
discipline, e g. aandyniiTllic<;, under a common computlllg ennronmem, the deSIgner c:an 
ea~ily manipulate data to ,nnducl,:ros,·ul<cipline ,:maly~i, 
MSLDSN provide, a C(lre ofM __ \TLAI3 Ill-lik, \\hich ,an be expanded to include 
de,ign di,cipline already covered Some ~pcciilc C>;,:lIllpk, of e"\palhion mighl 111clude 
(jUld~[\cc ~y'klll performance 
• Delta rianfnrrli WIll~S 
Each new ndditron to MSLDSN ,hould he treated~, a ,eparale module (h.: 
dc\dopcr. Th.: Ll,er rnak.:~ Ih.: dCL1~i(\n on what inf(l!lllJ.lJOn 10 u~c ft('m eKh module 
fOi example. the u,er ean decide to either u'i~ the Tnl"ile ,uiJ,ectjon w(1);h1', developed 
JfI Chapter II or (hi, (hc::,i, or \\eig:hh ba~cd on mll.:r '(lure.:,_ TllU~. the lISc'!" can U',e the 
welght~ from Chdrler II <\, an mltlai \'iiluc and then. tater. u;:e a better ntrrTliHe dcri\'ed 
from ~ more "pecitl': (If detarlcd anal)~i~ 
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APPENDIX A. LIFT COEFFICIENTS 
Lift coefficients are calculated using techniques from NACA Report 1307 (Pitts et 
ai, 1953). The following equations and discussion are valid fOf the tail as well as the 
wing. 
Lift on the wing in presence of the body for variable angle of attack is calculated 
from slender-body theory and is valid fOf slender wing-body combinations. See 
BIGKWB. 
(A. I) 
2. Lift on the wing in presence of the body at variable wing incidence angle for 
triangular wing-body combinations is calculated from Slender-body theory. See 
SMLKWB 
L!ft on the body in the presence of the wing at variable wing incidence angle for 
cylindrical bodies come~ from slender-body theory. See SMLKBW 
(A.4) 
4. Lift on the body in the presence of the wing depends on the presence of an 
afterbody, subsonic or supersonic leading edges and p. See BIGKBW for a summary. 
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Slender-body theory is valid for the supersonic wing condition 
PA(1 + ).,{;;!p+ 1)":; 4 and subsonic speeds. See BIGKBWSB. 
K.~, ( ')' 1--
, 
For a triangular wing, A =0 and m =~, thus PA(1+A)[~+ll":;4 results in the 
4 mp 
(A.5) 
condition that PA":; O. Thus slender body theory is not valid for a triangular planform 
wing in supersonic flow. 
For the PA(I+)"{~+I»4 the theory presented in NACA 1307 (Pitts et aI, 
1953) is used. The following equations are derived from the theory and simplified for 
triangular wing geometry. 
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for Inangulm wing-body combinatiuns with an afterbody extending ~ft of the 
\\ing trailing edge and sub,onie kading eJge~, K~\w: i~: (SCI: BKBWSBA) 
Equatloll (A,f)) 
S<i 
For triangular wing-body c:ombination~ v,ith an afterbody t'xtending aft of the 
wing trailing edge and "upcr,OTIlC' leading edges, KUiv" i\ (See BKBWSPA} 
l 2'1+jl!\ I'j" i ~i\ \ 4;, ~ '. --]1' _. - ... - C:lh "riA t 4 1 I 
Equation (;\,7) 
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For triangular wing-body combinations with no afterbody extending aft of the 






For triangular wing-body combinations with no afterbody extending aft of the wing 
2(1-') 
trailing edge, subsonic leading edges and ~ ~ --'-, KB(w) is: 
CA 
, 
For triangular wing-body combinations with no afterbody extension aft of the 
wing trailing edge, supersonic leading edges and ~ ~ 2(1- D, K S1W1 is: (See 
'A 
BKBWSPNAj 
K ___ 4_ 1t ___ 4 __ COS-1 ~ 2(~A) [(~Al I 
·.w-'(H 2 ~(~r-l [~Al (A.10) 
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For triangular wing-body combinations with no afterbody extension aft of the wing 
.. t-D. 
trailing edge, supersOnic I~admg edges and ~ <~' KS(W) IS: 
, 
Equation (A.II) 
Note: BIGKBWA selects the correct equation to be used for triangular wing-body 
combmations with afterbodies. BIGKBWNA doe~ the same for combinations with no 
afterbodies. 
Figure A-I plots values of the lift coefficient for slender-body theory. 
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Figure A·1. Lift Coefficient Versus Radiu~·Sembpan Ratio 
\Vhne 
Kbw == KBf\\" 
Kwb==K W1D1 
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rLr"r.~o" dat ...... amduB () 
* 'c,cC-l[,T'S Pro'::rles :, ,~,,:a 
AAMDUSGC 
AAMDUSP 








tU,,'_J_l"'" Ap _ ... :eapo\1V{d,ln) 
I .;P.CkI'0C;-/ p-,_,t-,c', rhe- pl,-,,,~(' 
ATMSCOFV 
function c:ofv • atmec:ofv(altit..w._,iwtitlil) 
'f. ATMSCOFV Calculates the coe(fic~ent of viscosi-:..y (lDI'1/ft_-sec) of a 
'f. standa:cd atmosphere a-:.. a given alti::ude 
cofv = atmscof'fla~t:~t:udel 
the default unit type If Metric un~ts Ikg/sec--m: 
= atms("o(vlalt~tude,ll 
rm,nj = size:a~titude1; 
<:.ofv = 
= h'ngth(a~titude'l; 
data _ s':",n62 (altitude(k) .1); 






fur.ct:'on CLaB = bc1ycla(d,l,ln,lII,alpha) 
% RDYCLA Calculates tl:c body ::Ltl for tl body with tlI. ogivtll r.ose 
% in(':luding tl:e nor.~inear an'lle of attack region. 
% 
CLilB ~ i:J:lyc~asi:J{c., ,1r.,I-::.alpha) 
if ntlI"ir. < ~ 
alpha ~ 
illpr.a _ alpha*pL 180 
cdc _ sscic.ccc(a:pr.a,M;': 




function Kbw = bilJkbwa( •• JI..~ •• ) 
% BIGKBWA Returns the value for Kb(w) interference factor for a 
triangular wing with an afterbody 
Kbw = bigkbwa(M,A,r,s) 
M = Mach Number 
A = Aspect ratio 
r = body radius 
= maximum semispan of wing + r 
From NACA l307 
b = sqrt(abs(M"2-1)); 
if b*A <= 0 
Kbw = bigkbwsb(r,s); 
if b*A/4 < 1 
Kbw = bkbwsba(M,A,r,s); 
Kbw = bkbwspa(M,A,r,s) I 
BIGKBWA 
function Khw .. bigkblma(III.A,~,.) 
'!; BIGKBWA Returns the value for Kb(w) interference factor for a 
: triangular wing with no afterbody. 
'!; Kbw = bigkbwna(M,A,r,s) 
. 
M = Mach Nwnber 
A = Aspect ratio 
r = body radius 
= maximum semispan of wing + r 
b = sqrt{abs{M"2-1)); 
if b*A <= 0 
Kbw = bigkbwsb(r, s) ; 
if b*A/4 < 1 
Kbw = bkbwsbna(M,A,r,s); 
Kbw = bkbwspna(M,A,r,s); 
BIGKBWSB 
function JilIw • billkbwsb(r,.) 
% BIGKBWSB Calculates KB(W) the lift of the body in the presence of the 
% wing using slender body theory . 
. 
% Kbw = bigkbwsb(r,s) 
r '" body radius 
s .. r + seml.span 
BGKBWSB is valid if b*A <= 0 






function ltWb = bigkwb(:I:',.) 
% BIGKWB Calculates KW(B) the lift of the wing in the presence of the 
: body for variable angle of attack using slender body theory. 
% Kwb = bigkwb(r,s) 
Written by David A. Ekker derived from NACA 13Q7 
t = rls; 
if t ,,"= 1 
Kwh = 2; 
BKBWSBA 
function Rbw = bkbw8~(Id,A,r,.) 
~ BKBWSBA Calculates the lift on the body due to the using-
~ theory from NACA 1307 for triangular wing body with 
subsonic leading edges and an afterbody behind 
Kbw = bkbwsba(M.A,r,s) 
M = Mach Number 
A = Aspect ratio 
r = body radius 
s = maximum semispan of wing + r 
b = sqrt(abs(M A 2-1J) 
tl = 2*(1+z)*t/(1-t)+1; 
t2 = z~2/ (z+1) ~2/2; 
Kbw = round(Kbw*100)!100; 
BKBWSBNA 






function bdcf = b.drIlCf( .... chj 
% BSDRGCF Calculates the additional base drag to be added to the base 
~rag at Mach" 0.6 for a subsonic body with the base diameter equal to 
% the body diameter. , 
't bdcf " bsdrgcf {Mach) 
bdef " polyval{p.Mach); 
BSDRGSP 
function <::pb • b_"II'''P(Hoch) 
% BSDRGSP Returns the base pressure coefficient for a body in the 
% supersonic region with a base to body diameter ratio ~ 1. Base 
% drag coefficient is CDb = -epd. 
cpb = bsdrgsp(Mach) 
~ Mach number 
cpb ~ -polyVal (p,Mach); 
CDBBODY 
~,('-,cn CDB • cdbbo4y(d,l,lD.,Macb,atr) 
CCBB:::JY ca~('ulates the body drag due to 
ocdy 'd' _OJ ogival nOSe. 
Ap _ d'l~ :n)+areapogvid ~n', 
CDLCOMP 
function CQ:n- .. cdlcOIIII;I(bw,$w,Jlac:h) 
% CDLCOMP Returns the correlation function of the drag due to lift of a 
% composite planform. The input is simplified for a triangular 
% planform. , 





'" correlation function 
= Wl.ng span 
= Wl.ng area 
= Mach number 
corr = polyval (p,beta*Aw/4); 
CDLWJ:NG 
function cCll .. cCllwiZlog(bw,Sw,Mach,lI.tr) 
% CDLWING Calculates the coefficient of drag due to lift of a wing 
% based on the surface area of the wing. 
= cdlwing(bw,Sw,Mach,atr) 
span (FT) 
Sw area (FT A 2) 
Mach number 
angle of attack (RAD) 
~ bw A 2/Sw; 
if Mach "'= 0 
if atr 
Mach = 0 .0001; 
cdl = 0; 
b"taw = sqrt(Mach A 2-1); 
m " Aw/4; 
if m*betaw >= 1 
cdl = 4*atrA 2/betaw; 
eDOBODY 
function cdc • cdobo4y(d,l,lD.,Hach,alt.,D.t,pwrott) 
% CDOBODY Calculates the cdo for a cylindrical body with a tangent 
% ogive nose. No base pressure drag is calculated. Turbulent 
% flow is assumed. 
% 





nf the friction coefficient 
If no value or 0 is entered 
pwroff = any value -=0 entered for pwroff will cause 
b.,e 
% drag added to the body drag 
if nargin < 6 
nf = 1.1; 
if nf == 0 
nf = 1.1; 
if Mach == 1 
Mach = 0.999999; 
Sref = pi*d~2!4; 
% Calculate the wetted surface area of the body less the base 
Swet = surfogvl (d, In) + (I-In) *pi*d; 
MachI = Mach; 
<= 1 
= O_Q2'lisqrt(CDF'); 
if Mach ,. ~.6 
cc.b _ cdb~i:Jsd;:,:gcf (Mach); 
-bsc.rgsp\MdCh) ; 




nt = (Mt/Mach) "2; 
CDTR = (CDT*cos (dtrj +CLT*sin{dtr)) *St+nt/Sref; 




runcticr. cf = cfturbfp(cbardim,Macb,altitude) 
% CFTURBFP Calculates the coefficient of friction for a flat plate in 
% ,:urbulent flow, coccccected for compressibility. 
, 
% = cftu.:-bfp(cha.:-diF.l,Mach,altitude) 
= reyr.ol ds icnardim, 11ach, al ti tude) ; 
~ C.4,)5i(log:DiRn)iA2.5~; 
if t:ach •. = 1 
= chi (1+0.0R·11ach~:::'j; 
- cfil (1+C.14"·Nacr.~21 C.G5; 
CLAMSLSB 






function CLaW _ cl ••• up(H.A) 
% CLAWSUP Returns the supersonic lift curve slope of a thin triangular 
wing. 
CLaW _ clawsup(M,A) 
CLaW = lift curve slope 
M = Mach numbeI" 
A _ aspect ratio 
b _ sqrt{M~2-l); 
if b*A/4 ~= 1 
CLaW = 4/b; 
'" Supersonic leading edge 
CLIlNBT 
function CLd .. <:Ildwbt(d.bt,St."ch) 
I/; CLDWBT Returns CLd, the coefficient of lift due to incidence angle 
!; based on the base reference area. , 
= cldwbt(d,bt,St,Mach) 
d " missile diameter 
bt = tail span 
St = tail size 
Mach = Mach number 
if Mach", 1 
1c2t = atan(2/At); 
kappat = 0.85, 
CLaT = clawsub(Mt,At.lc2t,kappat); 
clawsupIMt,At) ; 
kbt ". smlkbw(d/2,stj; 
ktb = smlkwb(d/2,st); 
CLd = CLaT*nt* (kbt-+ktb) *St/Sref; 
CMADWBT 
functio:l <:IIO&d .. cmadwbt(d,l,leg,bw,8w,l.w,bt,St,Haeh) 
% CMAD~IBT Calculates Cm(illpc-.il do-:.', for il tai>contro~leci missile 
Ibl- = l\..+xcIL~ *CI \.., 
l~b = l\..+xcL\..b*cL\..; 
crnad " -2*CLaT* (Kbt*xbt+Ktb*xtb) *nt*St*xwt*dedaM/Sref/d"2; 
Kbt '" bigkbwna(Mt,At,d/2,st); 
Ktb '" bigkwb(d/2,st); 
CLaT '" elawsup(Mt,At); 
SW '" 0.5* (d+bw) ; 
SWPwing '" atan(2*erw/bw); 
Kwb", bigkwb(d/2,sw); 
xO = (It-(lw+erw))/crw; 
deda = Kwb*dedasup(Maeh, SWpwing,xO); 
xerwb = xerwba(d/2,swl; 
bet at ., sqrt (Mt"2-11; 
xertb = xerwba(d/2,stl; 
if betat*At >= 0 
xerbt '" xerbwnab(Ht,d/2,ert); 
xerbt '" xerbwabl(Mt,At,d/2,st); 
lbt = It+xcrbt*ert; 
ltb '" It+xertb*ert; 
xbt '" Ibt-leg; 
xtb", Itb-leg; 
xwt = ltb- (lw+xerwb*erwl; 






function cma • cm&wbt(4,1,lD,leg,bw,Sw,lw,bt,Bt:,Hacb,alpba) 
% CMAWBT Returns the pitching-moment-curve slope for angle of attack 
% of a body-wing-tail combination. The assumptions include 
% triangular planform aerodynamic surfaces, an ogival nOSe with 
a cylindrical afterbody. The pitching-moment-curve slope is 
referenced to the area of the body diameter. 
ema ~ cmawbt (d, 1, In, lcg,bw. Sw, lw, bt, St ,Mach, alpha) 
d = missile diameter 1FT) 
1 = missile length 1FT) 
In = length of nose 1FT) 
leg "distance from nose to center of gravity 1FT) 
bw = wing span 1FT) 
Sw = wing surface area IFT~2) 
lw = location of wing leading edge-body intersection 
measured from the tip of the nose 1FT) 
= tail span 1FT) 
= tail surface area (FT~2) 
= Mach number 
= assumed angle of attack (DEG). This is required for 
calculations in the non-linear angle of attack 
regl.on. If no value is entered for alpha, 
alpha = a is assumed. 
if nargin <:: 11 
alpha = 0; 
if Mach <:: 1 
ema = cmasub(d,l.lcg,ln.bw,Sw,lw,bt,St,Mach.alpha); 
c;na = Crnasup(d, 1, lcg, ln, 00, Sw, lw, bt, St,Mach, alpha) ; 
CMDSUB 
function CIIDd • C2IIId.1.1.b{d.l.lc::ll.bt.Bt ..... c:b) 
% CMDSUB Returns the value of the pitching-moment-curve slope for tail 
incidence angle for the complete wing-body-tail combination in 
the subsonic region {<O,gS). 
if Mach == 0 
crodsub (d, 1, leg, bt, St,Mach) 
" missile diameter 
'" missile length 
leg = center of gravity measured from nOSe 
bt " tail span 
St = tail size 
Mach = Mach number 
Mach" 0.001; 
xcrbt = xcrbwsub(Mt,At.d!2,st); 
xcrtb = xcrwbsub(Mt,At) 1 
Ibt = It+xcrht*crt; 
Ith = It+xcrtb*crt, 
xbt = Ibt-lcg; 
xtb '" Ith-leg; 
kbt = srolkhw(d/2.st); 
ktb = smlkwh(d/2,st); 
= claw5ub(Mt,At,lc2t,kappat); 
- (ktb*xtb+kbt *xbt) *CLaT*nt*St/Sref/d, 
CHDSUP 
function cmd .. cmd.up(d,~,~C:g',bt,St,l!Iaah) 
% CMDSUP Returns the value of the pitching-moment-curve slope for tail 
% incidence angle for the complete wing-body-tail combination in 
: the supersonic region (1.2 - 5). 
% cmd '" cmdsup(d,l,lcg.bt,St,Mach) , 
, 
, 




if betat*At < 0 
xcrbtd = xcrbwabl(Mt.At,d/2,st), 
xcrbtd", xcrbwnab(Mt,d!2,crt); 
xcrtbd = xcrwbd(d!2,st); 
lbtd = It+xcrbtd*crt; 
ltbd = It+xcrtbd*crt; 
xbtd = Ibtd-Icg; 
xtbd = ltbd-Icg; 
kbt = smlkbw(d!2,st); 
ktb = smlkwb(d!2,st); 
CLaT = claw5up(Mt,At); 
- (ktb*xtbd+kbt*xbta) *CLaT*nt *St!Sref!d; 
CMDWBT 
disp: Mach number inside transonic reg; on Methodology i nval"-ci. I 
CMQWBT 
function cmq • cmqwbt{4.1.11l..1cg.bw.SW,lw,bt.St.Mach) 
: CMQWBT Calculates Cmq for a tail-controlled missile. 








of gravity measured from nose 




Rtb " bigkwh(d/2,stj; 
xcrbt = xcrhwsuh(Mt,At,d/2,st); 
xcrtb = xcrwbsub(Mt,Atj; 
lbt = It+xcrbt*crt; 
Itb = It+xcrth*crt; 
xbt = lht-leg; 
xtb = Itb-leg; 
Khw = bigkbwsb(d/2,sw); 
Kwb = bigkwb(d/2,sw); 
xcrbw = xcrbwsub(Mach,Aw,d/2,sw); 
Kcrwb '" xcrwbsub(Mach,Aw); 
Ibw '" lW+Kcrbw*crw, 
lwb '" lw+xcrwb*crw, 
xbw = lbw-lcg, 
xwb '" lwb-lcg, 
lc2w'" atan(2/Aw), 
kappaw = 0.85, 
CLaW", clawsub(Maeh,Aw,le2w,kappaw), 
cmq '" (CLaN*xn~2+CLaT" (Kbt~xbt+Ktb*xtb) *nt*St*xtb/Sleef), 
cmq '" -2* (cmq+CLaW* (Kbw"xbw+Kwb*xwb) *Sw*xwb/ Sref) /d~2; 
epn '" epogvemp(d,ln,Mach), 
xn '" leg-cpn; 
Kbt '" bigkbwna(Mt,At,d/2,at), 
Ktb = bigkwb(d/2,st), 
xcrwba(d/2,st) , 
if betat"At >; 0 
xcrbt '" xerbwnab(Mt, d/2, elet) ; 
xelebt = xcrbwabl(Mt,At,d/2,at); 
Ibt '" It+xcrbt*ert, 
Itb '" It+xeletb*clCt, 
xbt = Ibt-lcg, 
xtb '" Itb-leg, 
CLaT " elawsup(Mt,Atl, 
Kwb = bigkwb (d/2, awl, 
Kbw = bigkbwa(Mach,Aw,d/2,aw), 
xcrwb = xcrwba(d/2,sw); 
if betaw*Aw >=0 
xcrbw = xcrbwabh(Mach,d/2,crw); 
xcrbw = xerbwabl (Mach,Aw,d/2 ,sw) ; 
Ibw = lw+xclCbw*crw, 
lwb = lw+xclCwb*crw; 
xbw '" lbw-lcg; 
xwb '" lwb-lcg; 
CLaW = clawaup (Mach,Awl, 
cmq = (CLaN*,.,n A 2+CLaT* (Kbt*,.,ht+Ktb*,.,th) *nt"St*,.,tb/Sref); 
cmq = -2* (cmq+CLaW* (Khw*,.,bw+Kwb*xwh) *Sw*xwb/Sref) IdA 2; 
CN'l'RPRSS 
function cnt.rpr •• () 
% CNTRPRSS Summarizes the applicaable center of pressure m-files 
% available. 
, 
% Subsonic conditions: 
. 
% (x/cr)w(b)alpha or delta ~ xcrwbsub 
(x/cr)b(w)alpha or delta'" xcrbwsub 
Supersonic condi tions: 
(x/cr)w(b)alpha '" xcrwba 
(x/cr)w(b)delta = xcrwbd 
(x/crjb(w)alpha Or delta 
b*A >= 0 





function iyy • c:yliYY(_II.~adi'l,1I.b..:l.gbt;) 
'!; CYLIYY Calculates the Iyy for a circular cylinder 
'!; iyy = cyliyy(mass,radius,height) 
iyy = mass.*(3*radius.~2+height.~2)/12i 
DEDASIlB 
function deda • d.da.ub{A.b,l.c",l&lllbda.l&:.hB) 
% DEDASUB Calculates de/da for subsonic conditions using an empirical 
% method. 
deda '" dedasub{A,b,lc4,larobda,lH,hH) 
A " aspect ratio 
b 
lc4 '" leading edge quarter chord sweep angle (RAD) 
lambda:. taper ratio 
IH "distance between the wing MAC quarter chord point 
and the quarter-chord point of the tail 
'" distance between the gurter chord point of the tail 
MAC relative to the plane of the wing root chord 
From Sanders, 
Downwash" 
"An Empirical Method for the Estim8tion of 
Ryan Rpt. No. 29254-2A, 
l/A-l/ (l+A~l. 7); 
Kl" (lO-3*lambda)!7; 
KH" (1-abs(hH/b))/(2*lH/b)~(1/3); 
4.44* (KA*Kl*KH* (cos (lc4) ) "0.5) "1.19; 
DEDASUP 





fc>nction n=dragl!ctr(l!inenellll} i DRAGFCTR Returns the drag proportionalit_y fact_or, n 
: dragfctr I f:'neness I 
% = body flneness ratlo 
p = [ 
n = po::'~'Val ip, finer.ess); 
DYNMPRSS 










mslrspns {d,~, ~n, W, ~c!;l', Iy, bw, Sw, lw, bt, St ,Mach, alt, dO, dsp~ycff} 
~ ~~5LR5Pr;3 ;:",lcula'::es tb, na~--,:::",l ::requenc'v ·ClLC, c'anD~::lCJ fac~_(jr 

PARAPLTl 
~'ll:':tio;' plI.l'lI.pltl (II., b, diatol't, plotlliz .. ) 






% Initialize boost parameters 
sofs _ atmssofs(alt}; 
rho _ atmsdens I a1 t) r 
W _ WL-WP*t/tb; 
WgO _ W(Nb); 
% Time of boost 




% Weight of the missile during boost 







cdowbt (d, 1, In,bw, Sw, thickw, bt, St, thickt, M, alt, 0,1) ; 
rho*vg (1) ~2~cdomsl~Sref/2; 
-drag*g/WgO; 
(ag (1) +ag (2) ) *dtg/2+vg(1) ; 
distg( 1) + (3*vg(1) -v (Nb) ) *dtg/2: 
for kg ~ 3:1ength{tg) 
M ~ vg(kg-l)/sofs; 
edomsl = cdowbt (d, 1, In, bw, Sw, thickw,bt, St, thickt ,M, alt, 0,1) ; 
drag = rho*vg (kg-I) ~2*cdomsl*Sref/2; 
ag(kg) '" -drag*g/WgO; 
vg (kg) = (3*ag(kg-l) -ag (kg-2) ) *dtg/2+vg (kg-I) ; 
distg (kg) = distg(kg-l) + (3*vg (kg-I) -vg (kg-2) ) *dtg/2; 
PROPEX3 
function prOp.z3 (Mb,RIII') 
% PROPEX3 Generates the velocity profile and range plot for a boost-





% Missile aerodynamic data 
% Friction Factor 
% Gravitational constant 
9 = 32.174; 











W = WL-wP*t/tb; 
WgO = W(Nb]; 
% Weight of the missile during boost 
two increments using fourth-order Runga-Kutta 
dist (3) = dist (2) +(23*v(2) -16~v(1) +5~vO) *dt!l2; 







tunct.;on [a,b,r) • regreaal(x,y,alpha) 
'!, REGRESSI Calculates :he coefficient,; fu::: multiplic<l:~v" :::egre,;,;ion. 
, 
'l; [,""b,e: =regressl(x,y,alpha) 
, 
[m.n] = size(x); 
= siz,,(v); 
y = :,:' 
xl = log,:xl' 
yl = log(yl 
x x~; . 




Lmctio::l [b1,bO, r21"rgrsslin{x,y) 
~ RGRSSLIN Calculates the coef~icients for line",r regre.ssion and the 
~ coefficient of determination, rA2. 
, i [bl,bO,r2J a rgrsslin(x,y) 
: y=bl*x-bO+e 
'" e = normally distri'::>uted "rror 
length Ix;; 
:;'0 - sumlyl in-bl*su:nlx: in; 






function kwh '" smlkwb{r, s) 
% SMLKWE Calculates kw(b) the lift of the wing in the presence of the 
% body for variable incidence. 
kwb ~ smlkwb(r,s) 
r = radius of the body 
radius ... exposed semi-span 
if t <= 1 
kwb '" 1; 
SSCFDCCC 
function edc _ aaefdcec{alpha,M) 
'I; SSCFDCCC Calculates the steady-state cross-flow drag coefficient for 
: circular cylinders Itwo dime:lsional) 
: = ssc~dccc{alp:'la,M) 
% alpha = angle of attack Irad' 





[m,n' = size{alpha); 
if !. '" m 
alp = al:9:'la'; 
alp - dlp:'la; 
[m,n] = si"" (~:); 
if" 
= s~n (alp) 
'. , 
k _ 
if k > 0_8 
('dell) = poly"al(pC',kl; 
cdc II) = ",ol'{'-,al(pa,kl; 
if k '" 0.6 
cc,c: 1) = polyval :pL, kl ; 




pbh ~ [lGJJ1.9076 2307.7398 558.26:..5 88.50965 11.30876 6.016163 
1. 85682 0.1058:21; 
if lind -= 2 & 
temp = 
temp" r.b:"1(inc.); 
press = pnhlind) *expl-3 .... 16479 (h-hbh lind)) .'tbh(ind)); 
= :;>r""s/ (29.L69~5·temp), 
'Jsounc. _ 2J.046333·tcm:;>~:' . .3; 
,,1 = r."ight; 
+ 1; 
La Engll"" UlHt:~ if 
STPRSPNS 
SURFOGVl 
funct:'-on ""urfW ~ ""urfoIJV1(diamet.er,length) 
~ SUR~~;~lo~a~~~l~~::.the wetted sl:rface area ot an og;ve less the 
, 
: sl:rfW = sl:rfogvl(diameter,Iengt.h) 
% s'.;.rfW = wetted surface area less the base 
% length = length of ogive 
% diar:teter= base diameter 
= Iength./d:""meter; 
~ zeros (s:"ze(ldr)); 
Idr2 _ Id::::. ~2; 
asin(Id,,_ ((Ior2 + 
sl:rfW ~ pi*diameter~2'(:ldr2 + 0.25) - ldr.· (ldr2 - 0 _ 25)); 
TLSZCN1 
xbw = lw+xcrbw~crw-lcg; 
xwb = lw+xcrwb*crw-lcg; 
(Kbw*xbw+Kw:O*xwb) *CLaW*Sw; 
Calculdte the center of pressure of the nose 
NW - (CLN-CLW) Tarrax/nt; 
~± betat*At >= 0 




TLSZEX1 is a script work file used in MSLDSN for defining 
the optimum tail size for a tail-controlled MRAAM. 
% Calculate the initial center of gravity, lcgi from AMRAAM data. 
lcgi ~ xcgtc1{S.88,120,O.92,44,4.89,154,21.68); 
missile data 
% Missile diameter 
% Missile length 
% Missile weight 
% Load Factor 
% Altitude 
% Sweep angle 
% Calculate the center of gravity at the end and one half missile burn 
life 
legf ~ xegtc1(S. 88, 120,0.92,44,4.89,0.1*154.21.68) ; 
% Calculate the wing position at beginning of missile burn 
lwi ~ wngpos1ld, 1, W, 1. 7 ,lcgi, alt, bw17, Sw17) ; 
SWPtail = 55; 
for k : 1:1ength(lw) 
itrtn _ length(lw)+l - k 
% Check the tail size for stability 
[bts (k) ,Sts (k) ,lts (k) 1 =tlszstbl (d, 1, lcgi, bw17 , sw17, lw(k) ,sWptai1) ; 
% Check the tail size for controllability at the beginning and 
end of burn 
[btei17 (k) ,stci17(k), Itci17 (k) 1 =tlszenl (d, 1, lcgi, 1. 7 ,bw17 ,Sw17, lw( 
k),SWPtail); 
[btefl7 (k) ,Stcfl7 (k) ,ltef17 (kJ ]=tlszenl (d, 1, 1egf, 1,7 ,bw17 ,Sw17, lw( 
kJ, SWPtailJ; 
% Check the tail size for controllability at the beginning and 
end of burn 
{btci12 (k) Stei12 (k) ,1tei12 (kJ I =tlszenl (d, 1, 1egi, 1,2. bw17, Sw17, lw( 
k) ,SWPtailJ; 
[btef12 (k) Stef12 (k) ,ltcf12 (k) I =tlszcnl (d, 1, leg£, 1.2, bw17, Sw17, lw( 
k) ,SWPtail) ; 
.58, '0') 
% Find and return the optimum tail size and wing location 
Stmtrx = max ({Sts: Stci17; Stcf17; Stci12; Stcf12) ) ; 
[Stopt, index] = min(Stmtrx); 




% Missile diameter 




% Sweep angle 
% Initial wing location 
% Initial tail span 
% Initial tail size 
for defining 
with an 
% Calculate the wing size with the default tail size 
lbworig, Sworig, amaxorig) =wngsztc1 (d, I, W,M, nm, alt, SWPwing) ; 
lcgi ; xcgtc2 (5. 88,120.0. '12,44,4.89.154. wngwt. wngcg, tlwt, tlcg) ; 
the center of gravity at the end and one half missile burn 
= xcgtc2 (5.88.120,0.92,44,4.89,0.1*154, wngwt, wngcg. tlwt, tlcg) ; 
Increasing the number 
the precision of the 
SWPtail '" 55; 
tic 
for k - l:length(lw) 
itrtn - length(lw)+l - k 
% Cheek the tail size for controllability at the beginning and 
end of burn 
[btei17 (k) ,steil 7 (k) Itei17 (k) l_tlszenl (d, 1, legi, 1. 7,0017, Sw17, lw( 
k) ,SWPtail); 
[btef17 (k) Stefl7 (k) ,ltcf17 (k) 1-tlszcnl (d, 1, legf, 1. 7 ,bw17, Sw17, lw( 
k) ,SWPtail) ; 
Stmtrx '" max( [Stei17;Stef17)); 
[Stopt, index) = min( Stmtrx) ; 
= sqrt (4*Stopt/tan(SWPtail *pi/1S0) ) ; 
'" lw(index); 
dSW '" abs(Sw17-Sworig) 
dSt '" abs (Stopt-StG) 
% Find and return the optimum tail size and wing location 
TLSZSTBl 
function [bt, St, 1tl_t1.",.tb1 (d, 1, 1cg,bw,Bw, 1., SMPtai1) 
'i; TLSZSTBI Calculates the tail area required for stability at a tail-
: controlled missile in the subsonic regime. 
% [bt, St, It] ",tlszstbl (d,l, lcg, bw, Sw, lw. SWPtail) 
, 
= pi * (d!2) ~2; 
tail span 
tail size 
distance trom nose to leading edge of tail 
missile diameter 
missile length 
distance from nose to center of gravity 
wing span 
wing s~ze 
distance from nose to leading edge of wing 
= tail leading edge sweep angle (DEG) 
,kappa) ; 
nt = (Mt!M(k) 
dSt = 10000; 
while dSt > 0.001 
bt : sqrt (4~Stm(k) Itan(SWPtail*pi/l80) ) ; 
At = bt~2/Stm(kJ; 
crt = 2"'Stm(k) Ibt; 
st = O.S"'(d+bt); 
Kbt = bigkbwsb(d/2,st); 
Ktb = bigkwb(d/2,st); 
1t = l-crt; 
xbt = It+xcrbwsub(Mt,At,dI2,st)~crt-lcg; 
xtb = It+xcrwbsub(Mt, At) ~crt-lcg; 
CLaT = clawsub(Mt,At,atan(2/At) ,kappa); 
lH = l-Strn(k) /bt-(lw+Sw/bw); 
dedaM = dedasub (Aw, bw, lc4w, 0, lH, 0) ·CLaW/CLaWO; 
St1 = NW/IKbt*xbt+Ktb*xtb) /nt/CLaTI (l-dedaM) ; 
dSt = absIStm(k)-Stl); 
Stm(k) = Stl; 
if k -= w 
Stmlk+l) =Strolk); 
St = max(Stm); 
bt = sqrt (4*Strn(k) Itan (SWPtail*pi/180) ) ; 
2*Stmlk)/bt; 






number great.e" t.hen 5. Calcu)a"'.i"ms made at Mach 5') 
C = [cdc'Ap 2'k2nklllid)*Sre:" 
maxa = :-r,axl"o<'lt.sICli-
if r:laX'" < amax 
= maxa*=--eO/pi; 
" Calcu~a:;:e the lift CULve s~ope of th .. nOS",/body 
CLaN = 2~k2mkl: lid) +cdc~Ap*amax/ S:::-ef; 
t Calculate the reql:i:!"ed lift cu:!"ve s~ope ot tr.e missi~e 
CLa = n*,oiiqia:nax/5r",f; 
t.ht" init.ial wing and t.ail surfact" a"eas 
Calculate wing para.."T.c:;:cr,-; 
St = StO; 
bt = btO; 
if l",'C' == 0 
deda = C'.5 
-::a:'l parameters 
cdc2 sscfdccc·:amax2,::12), 









xcr ~ rs2+(rs4-rs2)*(t-O.2)/O.2; 
xcr ~ rsO+(rs2-rsO)*t/O.2; 
XCRW 
XCRWBA 
function xcr ., xcrwba(r,s) 
'L XCRV,BA Calculates the center of pres"",re of a t:::iangular wing in the 
'" p:::esence of an infinite cy:ind:::ical :Cociy as given :Cy slencier-body 
: theory. 
% XCr = xcrwba(:::,sl , 
r = Dody radi",s 
s - semispan + ::; 
-C.L% C.6667]; 
xcr = p'~lYval (p, t); 
XCRWBD 
XCRWBSUB 
function :oc:c:~ .. :oc:c::r:wbIl1.lb(I(I,A) 
% XCRWBSUB Calculates the center of pressure for a triangular "'ing in 
: the presence of a body in a subsonic flow. 
: = xcn,.;bsub(M,A) 
% = center in roo:: chords 
% M = Mach 
, A 
h _ sqrt(a;)s(~ M~21); 
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